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Abstract

In this dissertation I investigate the class number one problem in function fields. More

precisely I give a survey of the current state of research into extensions of a rational function

field over a finite field with principal ring of integers. I focus particularly on the quadratic

case and throughout draw analogies and motivations from the classical number field situation.

It was the "Prince of Mathematicians" C.F. Gauss who first undertook an in depth study of

quadratic extensions of the rational numbers and the corresponding rings of integers. More

recently however work has been done in the situation of function fields in which the arithmetic

is very similar.

I begin with an introduction into the arithmetic in function fields over a finite field and

prove the analogies of many of the classical results. I then proceed to demonstrate how the

algebra and arithmetic in function fields can be interpreted geometrically in terms of curves

and introduce the associated geometric language. After presenting some conjectures, I proceed

to give a survey of known results in the situation of quadratic function fields. I present also

a few results of my own in this section. Lastly I state some recent results regarding arbitrary

extensions of a rational function field with principal ring of integers and give some heuristic

results regarding class groups in function fields.
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Opsomming

In hierdie tesis ondersoek ek die klasgetal een probleem in funksieliggame. Meer spesifiek

ondersoek ek die huidige staat van navorsing aangaande uitbreidings van 'n rasionale funksielig-

gaam oor 'n eindige liggaam sodat die ring van heelgetalle 'n hoofidealgebied is. Ek kyk in

besonder na die kwadratiese geval, en deurgaans verwys ek na die analoog in die klassieke

getalleliggaam situasie. Dit was die beroemde wiskundige C.F. Gauss wat eerste kwadratiese

uitbreidings van die rasionale getalle en die ooreenstemende ring van heelgetalle in diepte on-

dersoek het. Onlangs het wiskundiges hierdie probleme ook ondersoek in die situasie van

funksieliggame oor 'n eindige liggaam waar die algebraïese struktuur baie soortgelyk is.

Ek begin met 'n inleiding tot die rekenkunde in funksieliggame oor 'n eindige liggaam en

bewys die analogie van baie van die klassieke resultate. Dan verduidelik ek hoe die algebra in

funksieliggame geometries beskou kan word in terme van kurwes en gee 'n kort inleiding tot

die geometriese taal. Nadat ek 'n paar vermoedes bespreek, gee ek 'n oorsig van wat alreeds

vir quadratiese funksieliggame bewys is. In hierdie afdeling word 'n paar resultate van my

eie ook bewys. Dan vermeld ek 'n paar resultate aangaande algemene uitbreidings van 'n

rasionale funksieliggaam oor 'n eindige liggaam waar die van ring heelgetalle 'n hoofidealgebied

is. Laastens verwys ek na 'n paar heurisitiese resultate aangaande klasgroepe in funksieliggame.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

It has long been of interest to number theorists to know when an extension of the ring of

integers Z is a unique factorization domain. The classic example where this is not the case is

Z[J=51 in which 6 = 2·3 = (1 + J=5)(1 - J=5) and all factors are irreducible. The natural

questions are: why does unique factorization fail, is there some kind of 'measure' as to how far

a ring is from a UFD, and is there some algorithmic method for determining whether a ring is

a UFD. These questions led mathematicians like Dedekind to study so called 'ideal' numbers,

which in modern terminology are simply ideals of rings. Thus the above questions are answered

in the theory of Dedekind domains which have certain desirable properties allowing us to better

understand their arithmetic. With any Dedekind domain one can form the class group, whose

order (the class number) gives a mysterious measure of how far it is from being a UFD. The

class group being trivial, i.e. the ring having class number one, implies that the ring is a PID

and hence also a UFD.

We ask ourselves how the above problem of unique factorization in extensions of Z arises.

It is natural to consider these extensions as the integral closure of Z in a number field. Such

extensions of Z will always be Dedekind domains and due to a celebrated result will always

have finite class number. Of particular interest in this context, perhaps because of their very

simplicity, are number fields which arise from adjoining the square root of some integer to Q.

Such extensions are called real if the square root of a positive number is adjoined and imaginary

otherwise. C.F. Gauss was the first who undertook an in depth study of such extensions and it

is a well known conjecture of his which I am, amongst other things, studying in an analogous

context. This conjecture of Gauss, although stated slightly differently in its original context, is
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essentially the following:

Conjecture 1.1 There are infinitely many real quadratic number fields of class number one.

To date, however, it is not even known if there are infinitely many general number fields

of class number one, the so called Weak Gauss Conjecture. There does however seem to be a

great deal of heuristic evidence to support these conjectures. In this classical situation there

is another class number problem of a slightly different nature also attributed to Gauss. This

problem is to determine all imaginary quadratic number fields of a given class number. There

will always be only a finite number of such fields by a well known result of Heilbronn. One can

even extend this problem to more general (not necessarily quadratic) imaginary extensions of

«Jl and ask the same determination problem.

Having explained these classical problems in algebraic number theory, we move towards our

topic of number theory in function fields over a finite field. It is well known that there is a very

close link between the arithmetic of the integers and that of polynomials over finite fields. For

example, both are Dedekind domains and have finite residue rings. Here the analogue of the

rationals «Jl is the rational function field over a finite field IFq (x). Throughout this dissertation

I will draw on this rich analogy giving motivation and analogies for many of the results from

their classical context in algebraic number theory. Thus we can ask precisely the same question

as above in this context: Are there infinitely many 'real' (a notion we will make precise later)

quadratic extensions of IFq (x) whose associated ring of integers has class number one. Although

this problem is unsolved, the Weak Gauss Conjecture in this context has been shown over

certain constant fields IFq by Lachaud and Vladut and I will in the last chapter explain their

precise result. We can also ask the determination problem of all imaginary quadratic extensions

of IFq(x) with a given class number. In this dissertation we will focus primarily on the class

number problem in quadratic function fields. It was the great mathematician Emil Artin who

in his doctoral thesis first undertook an in depth study of these quadratic extensions of IFq(x).

In the function field context there are two approaches to the class number problem, the

algebraic and the geometric. Roughly speaking, the algebraic approach focuses on the study

of ideals whilst the geometric approach focuses on the properties of the curves associated with

the function fields. For example quadratic extensions of IFq(x) correspond to hyperelliptic

curves over IFq. These two approaches have come together beautifully with the advent of
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modern algebraic geometry, and one tends to use the language most appropriate in a particular

situation.

In the Appendix A we give some basic definitions and results regarding algebraic function

fields which will be used throughout. We begin in Chapter 2 by laying the groundwork for

studying quadratic extensions of IFq (x). We will prove for example the finiteness of the class

number and the analogue of the Dirichlet unit theorem. Moreover we will present a formula

for computing the class number of a quadratic function field as well as introducing continued

fractions which play an important role in the study of real quadratic fields. We also develop

some well known ideal theory in quadratic function fields as well as giving a formulation of

results such as the Hasse- Weil theorem which will be used in the later chapters.

In Chapter 3 we introduce the geometric language of varieties and curves and briefly explain

how this relates to the algebraic language of function fields. We also translate some of the results

of Chapter 2 into this new language. Several conjectures regarding global field extensions are

also presented in the more general context of global fields so as to draw on the close analogy

between global fields in positive characteristic and those in characteristic O.

Chapter 4 attempts to cover the most important results in the theory of quadratic extensions

of IFq(x). We draw on work done on both real and imaginary quadratic function fields over the

last 30 odd years. In this chapter we also give a brief account of how the theory of quadratic

function fields has been applied to modern applications such as Cryptography. I also present

some of my own original work regarding real quadratic function fields in Section 4.3.

Finally in Chapter 5 we briefly explain the results of Lachaud and Vladut regarding infinitely

many Galois extensions of IFq (x) with principal rings of integers. We also present some recent

results regarding more general imaginary extensions of IFq (x) with principal rings of integers.

We then proceed to look briefly at some heuristic results regarding class numbers in function

fields. These heuristics give motivation to continue in this avenue of research until satisfactory

proofs of the many conjectures are given. We end this chapter with a brief outlook on the class

number one problem in function fields.

I note that all numerical and computational investigations were done using the MAGMA

computational algebra package.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries and background

In this chapter we will develop the necessary background in order to discuss the deeper

results in the theory of quadratic function fields. We will mainly be following the algebraic

approach of Chevalley and the school of Roquette (Deuring, Stichtenoth) although in Chapter

3 we will introduce some geometric language. As a matter of notation, the symbols N, No, Z,

Q, JR denote respectively the natural numbers, the natural numbers inclusive of 0, the integers,

the rational numbers, and the real numbers. We will denote by Hp the localization of the ring

R at some prime ideal p. In the Appendix A we present basic definitions and results regarding

algebraic function fields which we will use throughout.

2.1 S-Integers, S-Units and the S-Class Group

Here we will develop the necessary groundwork to study the behaviour of quadratic exten-

sions of IFq(x). We will do so by approaching the problem slightly more generally. Let Fik be

a function field in one variable over a perfect field k. We are interested in the analogy between

classical algebraic number theory and number theory in function fields. This analogy becomes

particularly clear when we choose some non-constant x E F. The rings k[xJ C k(x) then play

the role of the pair Z C Q. The analogue of the ring of integers would be the integral closure

of k[xJ in F which we will denote by CJ. It is a well known result that the integral closure of

a Dedekind domain in some finite extension of its quotient field is again a Dedekind domain,

consequently CJ is a Dedekind domain. The results of this section are well known and can be

found in [Ro, Ch 8J
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The ring 0 can be thought of in another perhaps more insightful way. Let 00 denote the

prime at infinity (place defined by the usual degree) in the subfield k(x) of F and let S be the

set of finitely many primes in F lying above 00. We will show that the ring 0 is the intersection

of all valuation rings Op where P E S(Fjk)\S. This being the case, let S c S(Fjk) be any

finite set of primes. The ring of S -integers is defined to be:

Os := {z EF: vp(z) 2:: 0, 'iP ti- S}

The units of the ring of S-integers will be called the S -unit group and are naturally characterized

by:

O~ = {z E F* : vp(z) = 0, 'iP ti- S}

It is clear that k* ~ Os and we will in fact see that Osjk* is a finitely generated, free abelian

group. This is the analogue of the famous Dirichlet unit theorem. The ring of S-integers is a

holomorphy ring and consequently a Dedekind domain (see Appendix A).

Since the function field F will be fixed for this section, we will denote by V its divisor

group, by P the subgroup of principal divisors and by Cl = V jP the group of divisor classes.

The group of S-divisors, Vs, is defined to be the subgroup of V generated by the primes in

S(Fjk)\S. Given an element zE F*, its S-divisor is defined to be

(z)s = L vp(z)P
Pfl_S

A divisor which is of the form (z)s for some z E F* is called a principal S-divisor. The

principal S-divisors form a subgroup of Vs which is denoted by Ps. The quotient group

Cls = Vs jP s is called the S -class group. Later we will show that Cis is in fact isomorphic to

the ideal class group of the Dedekind domain Os.

Additionally, we define V(S) to be the subgroup of V generated by the primes in Sand

P(S) = pnV(S). As usual a superscript 0 will imply that we only consider divisors (or divisor

classes) of degree O.

Consider the degree map deg : V ----> Z, which is a group homomorphism with respect to the

additive operation on Z. The image of this map is a principal ideal iZ where i = gcd{ deg P :
PE S(Fjk)}. When k is a finite field a theorem of F.K. Schmidt ensures that i = 1. The image

of V(S) under the degree map is also a principal ideal in Z which we will denote dZ where
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d = gcd{deg P : PES}. Clearly i I d. We will now prove the analogues of the Dirichlet unit

theorem and the finiteness of the class number.

Proposition 2.1 The following sequences are exact:

(a) (0) ----t k* ----t Os ----t P(S) ----t (0),

(b) (0) ----t 'D(S)O jP(S) ----t er ----t Cls ----t G ----t (0), where G is a cyclic group of order dji.

Proof. The map from Os to P(S) is given by taking an S-unit to its divisor. It is an

onto map by definition of P(S). If an S-unit e goes to the zero divisor, then vp(e) = 0 for all

PES (F j k) and hence must be a constant. This proves the exactness of (a).

To deal with the second exact sequence we first define a map T : 'D ----t 'Ds as follows:

T(D) = L vp(D)P
prf.S

This map is an epimorphism with kernel 'D(S). We obtain the following exact sequence:

(0) ----t 'D(S) ----t 'D ----t 'Ds ----t (0)

Now the preimage under T of Ps is P + 'D(S). We therefore obtain the exact sequence:

Using the second isomorphism theorem we have:

'D(S) 'D 'Ds
(0) ----t P n 'D( S) ----t P ----t Ps ----t (0)

Now since 'D°(S) = 'D(S) n'D° and P(S) = P n 'D(S) = P n 'D°(S) we have:

(0) ----t 'D(S)O jP(S) ----t Clo ----t Cls

Unfortunately the right hand morphism need not be onto. We will show that the cokernel of

the right hand morphism is a cyclic group of order dji.
To do this, we again use the fact that T induces an isomorphism from 'Dj(P + 'D(S)) to

Cls (From the third isomorphism theorem and the exact sequence (*) above). The group we

are interested in can also be described as the cokernel of the natural map from Clo = 'DojP
to 'Dj(P + 'D(S)) c:::< Cls- This cokernel is isomorphic to 'Dj('D0 + 'D(S)) (using the fact that

P ~ 'DO). The degree map provides an isomorphism of'Dj('D°+'D(S)) with iZjdZ '" Zj(dji)Z .

•
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Corollary 2.2 The group Os I k* is a finitely generated free group of rank at most IS 1- 1, where
lSI is the cardinality of s.

Proof. By the exact sequence (a) we have Oslk* ~ P(S), which is a subgroup of the free

abelian group D(S)o. By the degree map we have the following exact sequence:

(0) --> D(S)O --> D(S) --> d'!l --> (0)

Hence D(S)ID(S)O ~ d'!l ~ '!l. Now since D(S) is free on lSI generators, it follows that

D(S)O is free on lSI - l. Thus, P(S) is free on at most lSI - 1 generators. _

Corollary 2.3 els is a finite group if elo is a finite group. Also, els is a torsion group if elo

is a torsion group.

Proof. Both statements are a consequence of the exact sequence Proposition 2.1 (b). _

Proposition 2.4 Let F I'Fq be a function field over the finite field 'Fq- Then, for all finite

subsets S c S(FI'Fq), we have that els is a finite group and Osl'F; is a free abelian group on

lSI - 1 generators.

Proof. It is a well known result that a function field over a finite field has a finite number

of divisor classes of degree 0, i.e. elo is a finite group. Now finiteness of els follows from the

result above.

By the exact sequence (b) we see that D(S)OIP(S) is finite. This shows that P(S) ~ Oslk*

is free on lSI - 1 generators. _

We now look at an important invariant of the function field, namely the S-regulator. To

define this, we begin by choosing a set of S-units {el, ...,es-I} whose projection to 0slk* is a

basis. Consider the (s - 1) x s matrix M whose ij'th entry is In Iei lp, where S = {PI, ... , Ps}.
J

We claim that the sum of the columns of this matrix is zero. To see this, note that for any

zE F* we have

- Llnlzlp = - Lln(q-deg(P)vp(z)) = L(vP(z) degP) lnq = deg(z)lnq = 0
ppp

For any S-unit, the only primes occurring in the sum are the primes in S and the assertion

follows.
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Hence the determininants of the (8 - 1) X (8 - 1) minors of M are all the same up to sign.

The absolute value of anyone of these determinants is taken as the definition of the S-regulator

which we will denote Rs. It can be shown that this definition is independent of the choice of

basis for Os/ k* .

An associated regulator R~) has the same definition as Rs except that one uses logq( *)
instead of the natural logarithm In(*). By examining the determininants of the (8 - 1) x (8 - 1)

minors one sees that the factor In(q) can be taken out and consequently the two regulators are

related as follows:

We note that R~q) is in fact an integer as any entry in the matrix M defined above had the

following form:

which is an integer. The following proposition relates the regulator to the index [V(S)O : P(S)]

and will be important for determining the relationship between the regulator and other key

invariants.

Proposition 2.5
dR(q)

[V(S)O : P(S)] = s
TIPEsdegP

Proof. We begin by defining a map e : V(S) --+ ZS. If D E V(S), we set e(D) =
(... , -vp(D) deg P, ... ), where P varies over S. Note that e is a homomorphism and that if

e E Os, then e((e)) = (..., log, lelp, ... ). We also see from the definition that [ZS : e(V(S))] =
TIPES deg P. Consider the elements of ZS as row vectors and define HO c zs to be the subgroup

consisting of all row vectors whose sum of coordinates is zero.

We have e(p(S)) ~ e(V(S)O) ~ HO. It is easy to see that e is one to one. It follows that

[ ° (] [( ( ° ] [Ho:e(p(S))]V(S) : P S) = e V S) ) : e(p(S)) = [Ho: e(V(S)O)]

We now calculate the numerator and denominator of this expression. First we compute the

index [Ho: e(p(S))]. Let Es E zs be the vector with zeros everywhere except for a 1 at the

sth place. Then zs is the direct sum of HO and ZEs. It follows that the index of e(p(S))

in HO is the same as the index of e(p(S)) + ZEs in ZS. A free basis for this subgroup is

{e((el)), ... , e((eS-l)), Es}. Let M(q) be the 8 -1 x 8 matrix whose i'th row is e((ei)) and MI be
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the s x s matrix obtained from M(q) by adjoining Es as the bottom row. By application of the

elementary divisors theorem [Lal, Th 7.8], the index we are looking for is the absolute value of

the determinant M'. Expanding this determinant in cofactors along the bottom row shows the

index in question is R~).

To compute [Ho: B(V(S)O)], consider the exact sequence

The second arrow is induced by inclusion and the third arrow by the sum of coordinates map

from zs ----t Z. From this exact sequence, we deduce

The result now follows. •

Corollary 2.6 Suppose all primes in S have degree 1. Then, [V(S)O : P(S)] = R~q).

Now putting together this last result and the exact sequence (b) in Proposition 2.1 we

arrive at the following result first shown by F.K. Schmidt. Writing the exact sequence (b) in

the following way:

V(S)O IP(S) '---+ CID! Im(¢) ~ Cis ---» G

we see that Cisl Im(¢) ~ G. Also CIDI(V(S)O IP(S)) rv Im(¢) hence

IClsl IGlllm(¢)1
IGIIClol I IV(S)O IP(S) I
(~hF) . ITPES deg P
'l dR(q)

S

hF ITPES deg P
iR(q)s

In particular if all primes in S have degree 1 and the constant field k is finite we have:

Now that we have exhibited the above relationship, we wish to relate the S":Class group Cls

to the class group of the Dedekind domain Os. We have the following result:
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Theorem 2.7 Let F / k be a function field over k and let S be a non-empty, finite set of primes.

There exist elements x E F such that the poles of x consist precisely of the elements of S. For

any such element x, the integral closure of k[x] in F is Os. Os is a Dedekind domain and there

is a 1-1 correspondence between the non-zero prime ideals of Os and the primes of F not in S

given by

P f-+ Mp:= P n Os (for any P E S(F/k)\S).

moreover, the map

ip : { Os/Mp ~ Op/P }
x + Mp f-+ X + P

is an isomorphism. Finally the class group Cl(Os) is isomorphic to Cl.«.

Proof. Let S = {PI, ... , Ps}. Consider the vector spaces 1:.(mPi) = {x E F* : (X)+mPi 2: O}
for some positive integer m. We suppose that m is large enough (say, m > 2g - 2) so that

E (mPi) = m deg Pi - g + l. It follows that 1:.(mPi) is properly contained in 1:. ( (m + 1)Pi)' Pick

an element Xi E £((m + l)Pi)\C(mPi). Then Xi has a pole of order m + 1 at Pi and no other

poles. Now consider x = XIX2 ... XS' Then x has each element of S as a pole, and no other

poles.

Now let R be the integral closure of k[x] in F. It is well known that the ring R is a Dedekind

domain even if F / k (x) is an inseparable extension. If P is a prime of F not in S, then x E Op

and it follows that R s;;:; Op Thus,

R s;;:; n Op = OS
Pif-S

We will show that R = Os. Let P tj:. S be a prime of F and consider P n R. It cannot be that

P nR = (0) since otherwise the quotient field of R, namely F, would inject into the residue

field Op/Pand Op/Pis of finite degree over k. Thus P nR = p is a maximal ideal of R, and

Rp s;;:; Op. This must be an equality as Hp is a d.v.r and so is a maximal subring of F. On the

other hand, if p is a maximal ideal of R then Hp is a d.v.r and pHp is a prime of F containing

x. This shows that p ~ pRp is a 1-1 correspondence between the maximal ideals of R and the

primes of F not in S. Again using the fact that R is a Dedekind domain, we have:

R = nu, = n Op = o,
peR Pif-S

Hence it follows that Cl(R) rv Cl(Os) rv Cls. Finally we note that

R/p rv Rp/pHp
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which implies that the map rp given above is indeed an isomorphism. _

2.2 Application to quadratic function fields

In our case we are primarily interested in quadratic extensions of IFq (x). I will use the

terminology quadratic instead of hyperelliptic, as some authors require that the genus be strictly

larger than one in the latter case whilst we are interested in all cases. For simplicity and in the

spirit of Artin, we will for the most part not deal with the even characteristic case although I

will mention a few results in that case as well. We define a quadratic function field as follows:

Definition 2.8 A quadratic function field over IFq is an algebraic function field F/IFq of genus

g 2: 1 which contains a rational subfield IFq (x) <:;: F with [F : IFq (x)] = 2.

Note that we do not consider the case g = 0 since any such quadratic function field over IFq

is rational and the arithmetic well understood.

We have the following characterization of quadratic function fields in odd characteristic

which can be found in [St, eh VI]. Let k = IFq be of odd characteristic.

Proposition 2.9 (a) Let F/ k be a quadratic function field of genus g. Then there exist

x, y E F such that F = k(x, y) and

y2 = D(x) E k[x]

for a square-free polynomial D(x) of degree 2g + 1 or 2g + 2.

(b) Conversely, if F = k(x, y) and y2 = f(x) E k[x] for a square-free polynomial f of degree

m > 2, then F/ k is quadratic of genus

g = { (m - 1)/2 ifm _ 1(mod2) }
(m - 2)/2 if m _ O(mod 2)

Iwill usually denote the function field F in (a) above as F = k(x, JD), i.e. F = k(x, y)

where y2 - D(x) = O. In this case F is a Galois extension of k(x) with the non-identity

automorphism CJ characterized by CJ( JD) = -JD. For any z E F, we will denote its conjugate

by i = CJ(z).
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We now come to the even characteristic case. The following characterization can be found

in [Lb1]. Let k = IFq be of even characteristic and let us recall the form of an Artin-Schreier

extension in this case:

Proposition 2.10 (a) Let Fik be a quadratic function field of genus g. Then there exist X

and y in F such that F = k(x, y) and

y2 + h(x)y + f(x) = 0 (2.1)

with polynomials h, f E k[x] such that all zeros of h in k are simple zeros of f and

deg(h) :::;g and deg(f) = 2g + 1

or

deg(h) = g + 1 and deg(f) :::;2g + 2

(b) Conversely) let 9 be an integer such that g 2: 2. If F = k(x, y) and y2 + h(x)y + f(x) = 0

with polynomials f and h as in (2.1)) then Fik is a quadratic function field of genus g.

Once again under the above conditions Fik is Galois. In this case the non-identity auto-

morphism o is characterized by ~(y) = y+h(x). We note that that above extension can also be

transformed into the so called Hasse normalized equation y2 + Y = g(x) for some g(x) E k(x),

but we present it as above in order to simplify the later description of the decomposition of

pnmes.

We have the following characterization of the integral closure of IFq[x] in a quadratic function

field F IIF q when IFq is of odd characteristic. Unlike in classical quadratic number fields where

the integral closure of :z in Q(y(1) depends upon the congruence class of d mod 4, the integral

closure of IFq[x] in IFq(x, yI]5) has only one form, that being:

Proposition 2.11 The integral closure ofIFq[x] in F = IFq(x, yI]5) is 0 = IFq[x, yI]5]

Proof. Let f E F be integral over IFq[x]. We can write f = (g + hyl]5)lr where g, h, r E

IFq[x]. Since f is integral we have j2 + ad + ao = 0 for some ao, al E IFq[x]. By multiplying

through by r2 we obtain (g + hyl]5)2 + alr(g + hyl]5) + aor2 = O. Hence
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Hence h(2g + aIr) = O. Hence h = 0 or 2g + aIr = 0 (lFq[x] is an integral domain). Suppose

h = O. Then

g2 + alrg + aor2

g2

therefore r

o

9

Suppose h -=I- O. Then 2g + aIr = 0, so that 9 = (-aIf2)r and hence rig. Now from (*)

g2 + h2D + alrg + aor2

(-al 2 2 (-al ) 2-2-r) + h D + aIr -2-r + aor

h2D

o
o

2 22 -al alr (- - ao --)
2 4

but r2 t D since D is square-free. Hence r 1 h. The result follows. •

Hence al = 1, a2 = Vl5 form an integral basis for O. The discriminant of the function field

Fis

dF (det(O'iaj))2
2

1 Vl5
1 -v'D

(_2v'D)2

4D

Since the discriminant is only defined up to multiplication by a unit, we will refer to the

discriminant of F simply as D. We recall that the above integral closure can also be seen as

the ring of S-integers Os, where S is chosen to be the primes in F lying above 00.

Convention 2.12 For convenience we will simply write 0 instead of Os. Similarly we will

simply write R for the regulator R~q) as it is convenient to use the associated regulator.

We recall that a real quadratic number field is of the form Q(Jd) for some square-free

positive integer d. Another way of characterizing the above extension is according to whether

or not the archimedean valuation 1·100 splits. In the real case we obtain two distinct valuations

VI : a + bJd t--+ la + bJdI and V2 : a + bJd t--+ la - bJdI which both give us 1.100 on restriction.
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However with an imaginary extension, i.e. d a negative integer, the two valuations given above

are equivalent as the norm of a complex number is the same as that of its conjugate. Hence in

the imaginary case the archimedean valuation does not split.

This provides motivation for how we ought (and how Emil Artin did indeed) characterize

quadratic extensions of IFq (x), i.e. by how the prime at infinity 00 behaves. The following

theorem will aid us in this task. Recall that for an element f E IFq[x], voo(J) = - deg(j). Let

u = ~, then Voo(u) = 1, i.e. u is a uniformizing parameter at infinity. Let d = deg D and

rewri te D (x) in terms of u as:

d d d
D(x) = Laixi = xdLaixi-d = u-dLaiud-i = u-dD*(u)

i=O i=O i=O

where D*(u) E IFq[u] and its constant term ad =J. 0 is the leading term of D(x).

Theorem 2.13 Let F = IFq(x, VD), where D E IFq[x] is square-free. Let d = deg(D) and ad

be the leading coefficient of D.

(1) If d is odd, then 00 is ramified in F,

(2) if d is even and ad is not a square in IF;, then 00 remains prime in F,

(3) if d is even and ad is a square in IF;, then 00 splits in F.

Proof. Suppose d is odd. Since u is a uniformizing parameter at infinity we know that

D(x) = u-dD*(u) where D*(u) E O~. Suppose Poo is a prime of F lying above 00. Then,

setting e equal to the ramification index of P00 over 00 we obtain:

Since this must be an integer, and d is assumed odd, it follows that 2 I e. Thus e = 2, and 00

is ramified in FIIF q.

Now suppose d is even. Then F is generated over IFq by JD*(u). Since D*(u) is square-free as

a polynomial in u, it follows that the integral closure, B, of A = IFq[u]in F is A+AJD*(u). Now

from [La2, eh 1, Prop 15], the prime decomposition of 00 follows from that of the irreducible

polynomial x2 - D*(u) reduced modulo u, The reduction is simply x2 - ad E IFq[x]. This either

splits or is irreducible according to whether or not ad is a square in IF;. •

In the even characteristic we have the following analogue of the above theorem (see [Lb1]):
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Theorem 2.14 Let F/Fq be a quadratic function field of genus g over Fq where 2 I q. Then

F = IFq(x, y) where x and y satisfy equation (2.1).

(1) The infinite prime 00 ramifies if and only if deg(f) = 2g + 1 and deg(h) ::;g,

(2) 00 is inert if and only if deg(h) = g + 1 and x2 + ax + b is an irreducible polynomial in

Fq[x], where a, bE Fq are the leading coefficients of hand f respectively,

(3) 00 splits if and only if deg(h) = g + 1 and x2 + ax + b is a reducible polynomial in Fq[x],

where a, bEF q are the leading coefficients of hand f respectively.

We use the above two theorems to characterize quadratic extensions of Fq (x).

Definition 2.15 F is called real quadratic if 00 splits and imaginary quadratic otherwise. For

distinction between the two imaginary cases we will sometimes refer to the inert or ramified

case.

Since we have not developed all the necessary theory yet, we will not now describe the de-

composition of the finite primes. We will see in Section 2.5 that in the case of quadratic fields

there exist elegant formulae for the decomposition of the finite primes. The next result char-

acterizes the units 0* in a quadratic function field and is simply an application of Proposition

2.4.

Proposition 2.16 If F is imaginary quadratic, then 0* = F~. If F is real quadratic, then

0* = IF~(f).

Proof. In the first case there is only one prime lying above 00, i.e. lSI = 1. Since F~ S;;;; 0*,

this implies immediately that 0* = F~ (there are no generators for the free part). In the second

case 00 splits, i.e. lSI = 2. Hence 0* = F~ (f) (is free on one generator). This generator f is

known as a fundamental unit of 0*. •

We are now interested in the relationship between the class number hF of the function field,

i.e. the number of the divisor classes of degree 0, and the class number of the ring of integers

O. This is simply an application of Schmidt's formula which we derived above.

Proposition 2.17 Let ho denote the class number of O.
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(1) If 00 is ramified, ho = hF,

(2) if 00 is inert, ho = 2hF,

(3) ifoo splits, ho = hF/R.

Proof. Schmidt's formula tells us:

hF fIPES deg Pho = --"---=-':"__--

iR

Since our constants are IFq another result of F.K. Schmidt tells us that i = 1. In the first two

cases R = 1. Now we need only note that if 00 is inert, deg Poo = 2 where Poo is the prime

above 00. In the real case let {P 00, poo} be the primes above 00. Then deg (P00) = deg (P00) = 1

and moreover R = Ilogq !tlpJ where E is a fundamental unit of O. •

Remark 2.18 When IFq is of odd characteristic, the expression R = Ilogq !tlp= I can be simpli-

fied in the following way. Let E = g+hv75, g, hE IFq[x] be a fundamental unit. Then E+E = 2g,

which implies voo(g) = vp=(g) = Vp=(E + E) = vp=(Ê) = -logq IÊlp=, where Êequals either E or

E (the absolute value however makes it unimportant whether Ê equals E or its conjugate). Since

voo(g) = - deg(g), we arrive at ho = hF/ deg(g) .

The regulator is hence a very important invariant for our purposes. The result above tells us

that in the case of imaginary extensions of IFq (x) the problem of finding the class number of the

ring of integers 0 is precisely the same as that of finding the class number hF of the function

field. For this reason one can in a certain sense say that more is known in the imaginary case,

for example all imaginary quadratic extensions of IFq(x) with principal ring of integers have

been determined (see [Mr]). The situation in the real case is different however as the class

number ho depends not only on hF but also on the regulator R. We will present algorithms

for computing both hF and R.

2.3 Continued fractions in real quadratic function fields

We will in this section introduce the theory of continued fractions in function fields analogous

to that of classical number theory. The high-point of this section will be the computation of
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the fundamental unit and regulator by means of continued fractions, a method first shown in

the function field case in [Ar]. A more recent treatment of this subject can be found in [St2].

Once again we deal here only with the odd characteristic case, although very similar results

hold in the even characteristic case as well. See R. Zuccherato's paper [Zu], where the even

characteristic theory is developed and where it is also shown that continued fraction algorithm

yields the fundamental unit and regulator.

2.3.1 Definitions and basic results

We keep the notation as above. F = IFq(x, v75) is a real quadratic function field where we

assume that 2 f q. Let 0 = IFq[x, v75] denote the ring of integers and 0* = IF~(é) , with é a

fundamental unit. Let {Poo, Poo} be the primes lying above 00 and let VPoo and vPoo denote

the corresponding valuations. The classical way of computing the regulator is based on the

continued fraction expansion of a = v75. We let L := IFq(x)oo be the completion of IFq(x) with

respect to the prime at infinity. Because F is real, it will be a subfield of L just as in the

classical case. Since .1 is a uniformizing parameter at 00, L will be the field of Laurent series inx

~. Moreover we have the following:

For an element a E L = IFq((~)) such that 0 =I a = 2::::-00 CiXi and Cm =/: 0, we define

deg(a) := m

lal:= qm

sgn(a) := Cm
laJ := 2::::0 CiXi ('polynomial part')

(2.2)

If m is negative, then naturally the polynomial part la J = O. For completeness, we set

deg(O) = -00 and 101 = O.

Now we introduce continued fraction expansions in L in the sense of Artin. Let a E L,

define
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We call ai the i'th iterate of a and a, the i'th partial quotient. It is easily seen that this

sequence terminates if and only if a is a rational element. If this sequence does not terminate

we will call a an irrational element. The analogy with classical continued fractions is clear, for

example l·J is analogous to the floor function for a real number. Because [oJ is the unique

polynomial such that la - laJl < 1, we note that for each i E N:

lail lail (by definition of a; and 1·1)

> q (since Iai+ 11 = I 1 I = :n = qn, n 2: 1)
ai - a; q

(2.3)

Thus a has the following representation

1
a:= [ao,aI, ... j := ao + 1

al + a2+

As in the classical case, we define:

{

P-2 := 0

P-l := 1

Pi := aiPi-l + Pi-2

q-2 := 1 }
q-l := 0

qi := aiqi-l + qi-2 (i E No)

By induction we derive the following well known properties:
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IqiI > Iqi-ll and Iqil ;:::qi (i END) (2.4)
Pi

[aD,aI, ... , ail
qi

PiaHl +Pi-l , equivalently aHI = -
qi-la - Pi-l (i;:::-l) (2.5)a

qiaHl + qi-l q.a - Pi

qiPi-l - Piqi-l (_l)i ii > -1) (2.6)

Pi (-l)i
(i ;:::-1) (2.7)a--

qi(qiaHl + qi-I}qi

la - ~; I
1

(2.8)(i> -1)
Iqiqi+ll -

IPHI - qi+lal < Ipi - qial (i;:::-l) (2.9)

For example let us show that (2.5) holds. For i = -1, we have:

Piai+l + Pi-l p-laO + P-2 aD + 0
q-l"'O + q:» = 0 + 1 = aD = aqiaHl + qi-l - u. -

Suppose that (2.5) holds for a fixed k, i.e.

a = Pkak+l + Pk-l

qkak+l + qk-l

Therefore by induction the result holds for all k ;::: -1.

For an a E L, we define the following useful sequence:

i 1
1 , eHl = II -, or recursively by:

a·
j=l J

e·
__!_ (i E N)
ai

(2.10)

(2.11)
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and we derive by induction that:

(2.12)

The following two results relate arbitrary polynomials A, B E IFq[x] to the continued fraction

expansion of a monic irrational exE L.

Lemma 2.19 Let exE L be a monic irrational. If A, B E IFq[x] and n 2: 0 such that

Proof. We see that (2.6) implies that there exist X, Y E IFq[x] such that

Xqn + Yqn+l B

XPn + YPn+1 A

If IXqnl =f. IYqn+ll then IBI = max(IXqnl, IYqn+1l) 2: Iqn+11 and we are done. Else we have

IXqnl = IYqn+ll which implies lXI> IYI· We now write

Using (2.9) together with lXI> IYI

which is a contradiction. This concludes the proof. _

Lemma 2.20 Let exE L be a monic irrational. If A, B E IFq[x] are relatively prime elements

satisfying

then A = ap., and B = aq.; for some n 2: 0 and some a E IF; where Pn, qn arise out of the

continued fraction expansion of ex.

Proof. Let A, B E IFq[x] be relatively prime elements satisfying the above inequality. Fix

n so that Iqnl ::; IBI < Iqn+ll (This is possible from (2.4)). Then the contrapositive of Lemma

2.19 above requires that
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By assumption we have
1

laB - AI < TET
and combining the above two equations and dividing by qn we obtain

I
Pn I 1

a - qn < IBqnl

Suppose now the conclusion doesn't hold. Then since (2.6) forces Pn and qn to be relatively

prime, it follows that Bp., - Aqn is non-zero and we have

< IBPn - Aqnl
IBqnl

I
pn _ AI
qn B

max( Ia - ~: I ' Ia - ~ I)<

1 1
max( IBqnl' IB21)

=> IBI < Iqnl

<

and this contradiction proves the lemma. _

In contrast to real quadratic function fields where the computation of the period of the

continued fraction expansion plays the most important role, the so called quasi-period plays

a more important role for reasons which will become apparent later. We distinguish between

two forms of periodic behaviour. Let a E L. We say the continued fraction expansion of a is

quasi-periodic if there exist integers I > 10 ~ 0 and a constant c E IF; such that

(2.13)

The smallest positive integer '-'0 for which the above holds is called the quasi-period of the

continued fraction expansion of a. The continued fraction expansion is called periodic if the

above holds for c = 1. In that case the smallest integer I - 10 for which it holds is known as

the period.

We have the following well known relationship between the period and the quasi-period:

Proposition 2.21 If the continued fraction expansion of a E L is periodic with period n, then

it is quasi-periodic with period tri, and mln. Moreover the period and quasi-period start at

the same index 10' i. e. 10 is the minimal non-negative integer such that a"O+m= ca"o and
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Using the above proposition, we obtain by induction the following helpful lemma:

Lemma 2.22 If the continued fraction expansion of a E L is quasi-periodic with quasi- period

tri, then with 10 and c chosen as above, we have that:

( l)i-""owhere Ci := c - .

To obtain more information about the relation between the period and the quasi-period we

distinguish between even and odd periods. The above results immediately give the following:

Corollary 2.23 Let a E L.

(1) If the continued fraction expansion of a is quasi-periodic with odd quasi-period tn, then it

is periodic with period tt, and n = m or ti = 2m.

(2) If the continued fraction expansion of a is periodic with odd period ti, then it is quasi-

periodic with period n = m.

Proof. (1) Choosing i = 10 in the above Lemma we obtain:

If c = 1 already then by definition the period is n = m. Otherwise with A = 2 we have

0: - c1+(-l)m a - cDa - a (since m is odd). And this is the smallest A for which it1'0+2m - 1'0 - 1'0 - 10

holds.

(2) n odd =} m odd since mln. Now from (1) we must have ti = m. _

2.3.2 Real quadratic irrationalities and reduction

We will now consider the continued fraction expansion of expressions of the form:

P + y/S.
a = Q (0 /:: Q, P, lJ. E IFq[x]) (2.14)
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where a E L\IFq(x), 0 < deg(~) even, ~ square-free in IFq[x] and Q I (~ - P2). We call such

an element a real quadratic irrationality. In this situation, we set Qo = Q, Po = P, ao = a,

Q-I = (~ - P2)jQ and d = lVK J. For i E No we use the recursions:

(2.15)

We see by induction that:
Pi+VK .

ai = Qi (z E No)

where 0 i- Qi, Pi E IFq[x] and Qi I (~- pn· We compute a; = lad by

(2.16)

From the above recursion we see that:

Define ri := (Pi + d) mod Qi, i.e.

(2.17)

We then optimize the formulae as follows:

PHI d - ri (i E No) (2.18)

QHI Qi-I + ai(ri - ri-I) (i E N)

ai (Pi + d)jQi (i E No)

r· (Pi + d) modQi (i E No)~

Also by applying (2.16) to (2.5) and comparing rational and irrational parts we obtain for

i E No:

Now taking a = VK, i.e. Po = 0, Qo = I, in the above two equations we obtain for i E No:
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Now using the above two equations we obtain for i E No:

Qi(-l)i (from (2.6)) (2.19)

Finally using (2.12), we deduce that

(2.20)

The following powerful result uses the theory of real quadratic irrationalities to generalize

Lemma 2.20.

Theorem 2.24 Let ~ E IFq[x]\IFq be monic, square-free and of even degree. Let N E IFq[x]

satisfy INI < IJKI· If the equation

has a solution in relatively prime A, BE IFq[x] then N = a2( -l)nQn for some a E IF~and n ~ 1

where Qn arises from the expansion of Ct = JK.

Proof. Let A, B E IFq[x] satisfy A2 - ~B2 = N. Taking norms leads to the equality

At least one of the two norms on the left must be ~ IJKI (since their sum has norm equal to

IJKI) and by adjusting the sign of A we may assume w.l.o.g that IJK + AI BI ~ IJKI and

hence

Now applying Lemma 2.20 with Ct = JK we see that A = ±aPn-l and B = aqn-l for some

n ~ 1 and a E IF~,where the ± arises out of the possible adjustment to the sign of A. We apply

(2.19) to see that

•
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Definition 2.25 A real quadratic irrationality a is called reduced if lal < 1 < lal. If a =
(P + VE)/Q we see that this is the case if and only if

Lemma 2.26 If the real quadratic irrationality a is reduced, then we have

(1) IPI = IVEI = Idi

(2) sgn(P) = sgn( VE) = sgn(d)

The proof of the above Lemma can be found in [Ar], where he also shows that if ai is reduced
for some i E No, then aj is reduced for j ;:::i. Combining this with our recursion formula above

we obtain the following:

Proposition 2.27 If in the continued fraction expansion of a real quadratic irrationality a it

happens that aio is reduced for same iD ;::: 0, then it follows for i ;::: iD that:

(1) IPil = Ipi + VEI = IVEI = Idi

(2) sgn(Pi) = sgn( VE) = sgn(d)

(3) laiQil = IVEl· In particular 1 < lail < IVEl, 1 < IQil < IVEl·

It is well known that the continued fraction algorithm can be interpreted as a reduction

process. By this we mean that in the expansion of a real quadratic irrationality a there exists

an index iD ;::: ° such that ai is reduced for all i ;:::iD. The next result gives an explicit bound

for this index iD.

Theorem 2.28 Let a be a real quadratic irrationality. Then ai is reduced for:

1 1
i> iD := max{O, '2 deg(Qo) - "4 deg(~) + I}
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Proof. Let i E N be chosen such that i > io. First we note that from (2.3) we know that

lai I > 1. Also note now that by definition of io we have that i > io is equivalent to:

IQol < 2i-2
IJKI q

From (2.4) we know that Iqi-Il ~ qi-I and therefore

lao_ aol = Po + JK _ Po - JK IJKI 1
Qo Qo = lCraT > Iqi_112

On the other hand from (2.7) we get that for i E No:
.11

(-I)t(a - a) = _
qi-I (qi-Iai + qi-2) qi-I (qi-Iai + qi-2)

Assuming that ai is not reduced, i.e. lail ~ 1, we have that

Hence

1 1< m~{ _, }Iqi-Illqi-Iai + qi-21 Iqi-Illqi-Iai + qi-21
1 1 1

---=-max{- -}
Iqi_112 lail' lail
1< 2 (Iail> 1 and by assumption lail ~ 1)

Iqi-Il
A contradiction. _

The next theorem together with the previous results will assert the periodicity of the con-

tinued fraction expansion.

Theorem 2.29 Let a be a real quadratic irrationality and let i E No. Then aHI is reduced ij

and only ij IQil < IJKI·

Proof. (=?) If aHI is reduced, then by definition lai+ll < 1 < lai+ll. From (2.16) we see

that
PHI - JK PHI + JK

aHI = Qi+l . PHI + JK
Together with Proposition 2.27 this implies

IQil laHIllpHI + ~I

laHIII~1

< I~I
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(¢=) Let i E No with IQil < I~I. By Definition 2.25 we have to show that lai+11< lor,

equivalently, that IPHI - ~I < IQi+ll· From (2.18) we have that PHI = d - r., and by (2.17)

we then obtain that

0:::; hl < IQil < I~I = Idi
Now because the characteristic of IFq is odd, we deduce that

Now substituting into (2.15), we get

I~- Pi~ll I~ + PHIl I r: I
IQHII = IQil IQil' v ~ - Pi+!

I~IlQJ ·1VIS. - PHIl

> IVIS. - Pi+11
This completes the proof. _

This above result together with Proposition 2.27 place bounds on the degree of Pi and

Qi and hence these sequences must repeat at some point (IFq is finite) which implies that the

sequence ai must repeat since ai = (Pi + ~)/Qi, i E No (2.16).

We note the following well known fact which is the function field analogue of what can be

found in [Pel:

Theorem 2.30 The continued fraction expansion of the real quadratic irrationality a is pure

periodic, i. e. the period begins at Vo = 0, if and only if a is reduced.

Finally, we develop properties of the polynomials Pi and Qi in view of their periodic be-

haviour. Using Lemma 2.22 applied to (2.16) we obtain:

Proposition 2.31 If the continued fraction expansion of the real quadratic irrationality a is

quasi-periodic with quasi-period mand Vo ~ 0, then we have for i ~Vo and A ~ 1 that

PH>.m
1+(_I)ffi+...+(_I)(>--l)ffi

ci QH>.m

where Ci := C(-I)i-VQ and cE IF; is defined as (2.13).
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2.3.3 The real quadratic irrationality VK

The real quadratic irrationality a = VE plays a particularly important role in the computa-

tion of the fundamental unit and regulator of a real quadratic function field. Of course a = VE
is a real quadratic irrationality by simply choosing P = ° and Q = 1 in (2.14) (~ is once again

assumed square-free). We observe that a = VE is clearly not reduced as I-VEl = IVEI·
Thus from Theorem 2.30 it follows that the period n (and hence also the quasi-period m) of

the expansion of a starts at Vo = 1 since al is reduced. We also note the well known fact that

QAn = Qn = Qo = 1 for all A 2': ° which will be used in the theorem below.

We have the following important result:

Theorem 2.32 If the continued fraction expansion of a = VE is periodic with period nand

quasi-period mj then Qs E lF~ if and only if s = Am for some A 2': 0.

Proof. (¢::) Let s = Am. If A = ° or n = m, then there is nothing to show. Let n = lm

where l 2': 2. Defining Cm = C(-l)ffi-l, we see from Proposition 2.31 that

Q - 1+(-I)ffi+ ...+(-I)(>.-2)ffiQ (' > 2)
m - Cm Am /\_

Therefore we need only show that Qm E lF~. But the assertion now follows by choosing

A = l which implies Qlm = Qn = 1.

(:::}) Let Qs E lF~. If s = 0, then the assertion is true. Therefore let s 2': 1. We must

show mis. First, we know that Po = 0, Qo = 1, ao = d = lVEJ ' PI = d, and QI =
~ - d2. Furthermore, as = (Ps + VE)/Qs = (Ps + VE)/c is reduced. This means that

100sl = Ips - VEl < 1. Consequently Ps = lVEJ = d and as = Zd]«: Also Ps+I = d = PI and

QS+I = QI/c. We get as+l = cal which implies that mis .•

Corollary 2.33 In the situation of the above theorem we have that

Proof. This follows from (2.12) and (2.19) .•

The following lemma will aid us in the proof of the fact that the continued fraction expansion

of a = VE indeed yields the fundamental unit and hence also the regulator.
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Lemma 2.34 Let the continued fraction expansion of a = Vï5. be periodic with period nand

quasi-period m, Then for every A ~ 1 there exists a constant c>.. E IF~such that

Proof. From Lemma 2.22 we get for i ENthat

where Ci := C(-l)i-l. By (2.10) we derive that

>..m+m 1 m 1

II - = II = êem+1a a>..·j=>"m+1 J j=l m+J

where
m

A II _l_(_l)m_ ..._(_l)(.>--l)m
C = Cj

j=l

and the assertion follows by induction. _

2.3.4 Computation of the fundamental unit and regulator

In this section we use the above theory to demonstrate how we can use the continued fraction

expansion of a = Vl5 to compute the fundamental unit and regulator in the real quadratic

function field F = IFq (x, Vl5).

We will make use of the following well known fact from the theory of Dedekind domains:

Remark 2.35 Let A be a Dedekind domain with quotient field k. Let B be the integral closure

of A in some finite separable extension F of k. Then 'I] E B* if and only if N('lJ) E A*.

Theorem 2.36 Let D E IFq[x] be a monic, square-free polynomial of even degree. Then the

continued fraction expansion of a = Vl5 is periodic and quasi-periodic. If m denotes the quasi-

period, then

E = Pm-1 + qm-1.Ji5
is a fundamental unit of F = IFq(x,Vl5) and

0* = IF; (em+1) = IF; \Pm-1 + qm-1 v'D)
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Proof. The fact that em+l = ±(Pm-l + qm-l JD) comes from (2.12). We must show that

0* = IF~(em+l)'
(2) From Corollary 2.33 we have that N(em+d E IF~and hence from the above remark that

em+1 E 0*.

(S;;;) Now let 77 = U + V JD, where U, V E IFq[x] be an arbitrary unit. If 1771 = 1 the result

follows immediately. Suppose firstly that 1771 > 1. Then N(77) = (U+VJD)(U - VJD) = C E

IF~. Hence

[c].,----__:__:______",.or
IU+ VJDI

[c]

Now from Lemma 2.20 there exists a Co E IF~and an index j ~ 1 such that

Thus we obtain:

This means that Qj E IF~. Hence j = tm for some t ~ 1 by Theorem 2.32. Lemma 2.34 now

implies that

with ê E IF~and tEN. If 1771 < 1, then 1771 = 11/771 > 1, and we use 1/77 instead of 77 .•

We now do an explicit calculation of the fundamental unit and regulator of real quadratic

function fields of a very specific form.

Example 2.37 The form is the following: The function field F = IFq(x, JD) with D = A2 + b,

A E IFq[x] and b E IF~.We will say that F is of Chawla type. We show that the regulator of F

equals deg(A). We compute the continued fraction expansion of the real quadratic irrationality

a = JD = JA2 + b.

ao = J A 2 + band ao = lJ A 2 + bJ = A
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Now
1 1 VA2 +b+A

VA2 + b - A A2 + b - A2
We now see that

a, ~ lad ~ lviA2 : b+ A J ~ 2:
Now

1 1

(VA2 + b+ A)/b - 2A/b

and

Finally
1 1

VA2 +b+A - 2A
Thus the continued fraction expansion of cxis periodic with period ti = 2. The quasi-period of

the expansion is m = 1, since CX2 = (l/b)CXl' Consequently a fundamental unit of this function

field is

E = Po + qoVl5 = ao + Vl5 = A + Vl5
This makes sense as N(E) = (A + VD)(A - VD) = A2 - D = b E lF~and it is clear that this E

is a non-trivial unit of lowest possible degree. Hence the regulator of F is equal to deg(A).

We have only developed the basic theory here and have not taken into account computational

considerations. See A. Stein's paper [St2J for a more complete overview of this subject. In

Section 2.5.3 we will also briefly mention the infrastructure method which is in most cases a

more efficient algorithm for the computation of the regulator.

2.4 The Reciprocity law in IFq[X]

In this section we will state the reciprocity law which will aid us in understanding the

decomposition of primes in quadratic function fields. In [ArJ a proof of the quadratic reciprocity

law in IFq[xJ is given, but we will in fact state the more general d'th power reciprocity law.

Elementary proofs following Carlitz can be found in [Ro, Ch 3J.
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If 0 =1= h E IFq[x] we define Ihl = qdeg(h) and 101 = o. Let P E IFq[x] be an irreducible

polynomial and dEN a divisor of q - 1. We have the following definition:

Definition 2.38 If P does not divide li, let (~) d be the unique element of lF~ such that

h IP~-l (~) }mod P)

If P I h define G~)d = O. The symbol (~) d is called the d'tli power residue symbol.

Remark 2.39 Since we will be working mainly with quadratic reciprocity I will make the

convention that if the d is omitted, d = 2 is assumed. In this case we also assume that q is

odd. Then (~) is just like the classical Legendre symbol. We also note that since h(IPI-l)/2 is an

element of order dividing 2 in (lFq[x]j P(x)lFq[x])* rv IF:deg(p) it follows that (~) = ±1 or (~) = 0

since -1 is the only element of order 2 in IF:deg(p).

We now come to some of the beautiful properties of the d'th power residue symbol.

Theorem 2.40 Let h, g, PE lFq[x] with P a monic irreducible. The following properties hold:

(1) (~) d = (.;,)d if h - g(mod P)

(2) (';;)d = (~)d(';')d

(3) (~) d = 1 if and only if Xd - h(mod P) is solvable

(4) Let ( E lF~ be an element of order dividing d. There exists an hE lFq[x] such that (~)d = (

(5) Let a E IFq. Then (~) d = a9 deg(P)

(6) Let P, Q E lFq[x] be monic irreducible polynomials of degree <5 and v respectively. Then we

have the following reciprocity law:

Remark 2.41 We can extend the above definition to arbitrary polynomials M, N E lFq[x]. If

Mand N have a common divisor define [~J = 0 otherwise we define [~J to be multiplicative

in both variables Mand N. In this way we obtain the analogue of the classical Jacobi symbol.
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2.5 Ideal Theory in quadratic function fields

In this section we develop some of the basic ideal theory in quadratic function fields. Much

of the theory, for example the decomposition of primes, is similar to that of quadratic number

fields. We will also highlight the important relationship between certain places of a function

field and the maximal ideals of holomorphy rings of the function field.

2.5.1 Definitions and basic results

Once again we let F JIFq be a quadratic function field over IFq and 0 the corresponding be

the ring of integers. The first part of this discussion is general and holds in odd and even

characteristic. We will make it clear when we come to results which are dependent upon the

characteristic. We have remarked several times already that 0 is a Dedekind domain and from

Proposition 2.4 has finite class number. We will begin by stating the relationship between the

prime (hence maximal) ideals of 0 and the finite places of F. As we have already remarked

the ring 0 can be thought of as the ring of S-integers, where S is the set of primes lying

above infinity. The relationship of which we are speaking is that there is a 1-1 correspondence

between the finite primes of F and the maximal ideals of 0 as was shown in Theorem 2.7. This

tells us that knowledge of decomposition of primes in the Dedekind domain 0 translates to

knowledge of decomposition of the primes in the function field F. We will also point out the

important correspondence between the fractional ideals of a and divisors of the function field

F. Before we do this we have a few basic definitions. As usual we define:

Definition 2.42 A fractional ideal of F is a finitely generated O-submodule a =I 0 of F.

Since 0 is Noetherian, an O-submodule a =I 0 of F is a fractional ideal if and only if there

exists acE 0, c =I 0 such that, ca ~ 0 is an ideal of O. For distinction, when c can be chosen

as 1, we will call a an integral ideal. As usual if a = (a) = aa for some a E F*, we will call a

a principal ideal. We define the conjugate ideal a, to be a = {a : a E a}. As usual we define

the equivalence relation a'" b ¢:} ::la E F* such that a = (a)b. Now by definition we have:

where JF, PF denote the group of fractional ideals and principal ideals of the F respectively.
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Let P(x) be a prime (irreducible) of lFq[x]. Then P(x)O = ~~1~~2, el, e2 E No. We will use

the notation ~ I P(x) to mean that ~nlFq[x] = P(x), or simply say that ~ lies over P(x). As

usual, we define the exponent ei to be the ramification index of ~i and the degree of the field

extension

to be the inertia degree or relative degree. We recall also the fundamental identity which in the

quadratic case says the following:
m

i=l

where m is the number of primes lying above P(x). We note that m = 1 or m = 2. In the

former case, either e = 1 and i = 2 (P(x) is inert), or e = 2 and i = 1 (P(x) is ramified).
In the latter case, we will say that P(x) splits and naturally ei = ii = 1, i = 1,2. In the next

section we will give precise conditions to determine the behaviour of a prime P(x).

Let a be a fractional ideal of F. Then we can write a = ~~1 ~~2 ••• ~~r , ei E Il for i = 1, ... , T.

Using the correspondence of Theorem 2.7, to each prime ideal ~i in decomposition of a, we can

associate a prime Pi of F. Then to the ideal a we associate the divisor D = L~=l eiPi' This

is the correspondence of which we spoke above. We note that not all divisors D come from

fractional ideals, for example the divisor D = P00 where P00 is an infinite prime.

We note that for each integral 0- ideal a =1= (0), the order of the finite quotient ring 01 a is

a q'th power since if a = ~~1~~2 ••• ~~r, ei E N for i = 1, ... , r , then by the Chinese remainder

theorem °la rv EK=1 (0 I~i)ei and 10 I~il = qni (since OI~i is a finite extension of lFq[XJ/(~i n
IFq[x])) for each i = 1, ... , r . When 101al = qm we define the degree or absolute norm of a to be

dega:= logq 10Iai = m

This coincides with the definition of the degree of the divisor associated to a, as by Theorem

2.7 we know that °I(P nO) ~ Opl P for any finite prime P.

We now come to some properties and results regarding ideals of O shown in [Ar]. These

results are specific to the odd characteristic case, and hence we suppose that 2 t q for the rest of

this section. Firstly every lFq[x]-basis for an integral ideal a consists of two elements {WI,W2}.
A non-zero subset a of O is an integral ideal if and only if there exist B, P, Q E lFq[x] with
Q I D - p2 such that:

a = [BQ,BP+ BVD]
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We say that an integral a-ideal a is primitive if S can be chosen to be 1, i.e. if:

0= [Q,P+vD]

and Q I D - r: An IFq[x]-basis can be chosen in so called adapted form, meaning that

0= [T, R + SvD] (T, R, SE IFq[x])

where deg(R) < deg(T). If sgn(T) = sgn(S) = 1, then the adapted representation is unique.

We define the norm of a = [WI, W2], N(a) E IFq[x], via
2

where c E IF; is chosen so that sgn(N(a)) = 1, i.e. we have N(a) = (WIW2 - W2WI)/cVD and

N(a) is monic. This definition is independent of the IFq[x]-basis chosen for a. By definition of

the norm of an ideal, we have that

deg 0= deg(N(a))

Morever, for two integral ideals a and b we have that:

aa (N(a))

N(a)N(b)

(2.21)

N(ab)

N(a) cN(a), c E IF~when 0= aO is principal (2.22)

An integral a-ideal a is called reduced if there exists an IFq[x]-basis {Q, P + VD} of a with

Q, P E IFq [x], Q I D - p2 and

lp - vDl < IQI = IN(a)1 < lp + vDl
We note that it is always true that IQI = IN(a)1 since

N(a) = Q(P - VD) - Q(P + VD) = _~Q
cVD c

Moreover from Definition 2.14 it follows that a being reduced is equivalent to (P + VD)/Q
being a reduced real quadratic irrationality. It also follows from the definition that a reduced

ideal is primitive. In this case the IFq[x]-basis {Q, P + VD} is called a reduced basis for a. If
sgn(Q) = 1, then this reduced basis is unique.
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2.5.2 Decomposition of primes

The decomposition of primes in our situation is analogous to the decomposition of primes in

the ring of integers of a quadratic number field. Recall that we have already characterized how

the infinite primes decompose, so we deal here only with the finite primes. We begin with the

odd characteristic case, so suppose the k = IFq is of odd characteristic. We have the following

characterization found in [Ar]:

Theorem 2.43 Let P(x) E k[x] be a monic irreducible.

(1) P(x) ramifies in F if and only if P(x) I D(x). Thus P(x)O = 1fJ2.

(2) If P(x) t D(x) and (~) = 1 then P(x) splits. Moreover, since the extension is Galois, we

know that CJ actss transitively on the set of primes lying above P( x) (see (St, Th. III. 7.1}).

Thus P(x)O = 1fJ~.

(3) If P(x) t D(x) and (~) = -1 then P(x) remains prime (inert) in F. Thus P(x)O = 1fJ·

We now come to the even characteristic case, so suppose the k = IFq is of even characteristic.

See [Lb1] for a proof of the following result:

Theorem 2.44 Let F = k(x, y) be a quadratic function field where x, y satisfy y2 + h(x)y +
f(x) = O. Let k; denote the extension of degree r of k and set ko = IF2. Denote by trkr/ko the

usual trace of k; over ko. Let P(x) E k[x] be some monic irreducible.

(l) P(x) ramifies in F if and only if P(x) I h(x). Thus P(x)O = 1fJ2.

(2) If P(x) t h(x), suppose that P(x) is of degree rand c is a root of P(x) in k: Then P(x)

splits if and only if
f(c)

trkr/ko(h(c)2) = 0

Moreover, since the extension is Galois, we know that CJ acts transitively on the set of

primes lying above P(x) (see (St, Th. III.7.1}). Thus P(x)O = 1fJ~.

(3) If P(x) t h(x), suppose that P(x) is of degree rand c is a root of P(x) in k.: P(x) remains

prime (inert) in F if and only if

Thus P(x)O = 1fJ.
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2.5.3 The Minkowski bound and Infrastructure

Let F = lFq(x, JD) be a real quadratic function field where we assume once again that

2 t q. We come now to a result which may be interpreted as the Minkowski bound in real

quadratic function fields. When one proves the finiteness of the class number of a number field

K IQ we rely on the fact that every integral ideal a is equivalent to an integral ideal b with

N(b) < M = ;:~(~)syl[d;ï (M the Minkowski bound). It is shown in [Stl] that every integral

O-ideal a is equivalent to a reduced O-ideal b, which together with the following result can be

used to give another proof of the finiteness of the class number in the real quadratic case.

Theorem 2.45 A primitive O-ideal a is reduced if and only if

IN(a)1 < IJDI
Proof. (:::;.)If a is reduced, then a = [Q,P+ JD] with P,Q E lFq[x],Q I D - p2 and

lp - JDI < IQI = IN(a)1 < lp + JDI
This can only happen if IPI = IJDI and even their leading coefficients must be equal. Thus

IN(a)1 < Ip+ JDI = IJDI
({=) Suppose a is primitive with IN(a)1 < IJDI, then a = [Q, P+JD] with P, Q E lFq[x], Q I

D-p2.Weset

P':~ p-lP-QVD J Q
Clearly also a = [Q, P/+JD] since l(P - JD)IQ J Q lies in the ideal. Moreover Ip, - JDI <

IQI since
P/ - JD - P - JD -lp - JDJ

Q - Q Q <1

Finally, using our assumption

We also easily see that Q I D - (P/)2 and hence that {Q, P/ + JD} is a reduced lFq[x]-basis
for a. _

Since F is real quadratic, deg(D) = 2d for some dEN. As an immediate consequence of

the above result, we have the following.
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Corollary 2.46 ho = 1 if and only if all prime ideals of 0 with degree < d are principal.

Proof. This follows from what was mentioned above, namely that every integral O-ideal a

is equivalent to a reduced O-ideal b. •

If the above primitive O-ideal is principal we can in fact say more, namely:

Theorem 2.47 If a principal O-ideal a without factors in IFq[x]\IFq satisfies IN(a)1 < IJDI,
then N(a) = aQi for some a E IF~and i ~l.

Proof. a being principal implies a = (P+QJD)O for some P,Q E IFq[x]. Then from (2.22)

we see that N(a) = C(P2 - DQ2) for some c E IF~.Now the assumption implies that

and in order to apply Theorem 2.24 we need only show that Pand Q are relatively prime.

Suppose H E IFq[x] divides both Pand Q, then it also divides P +QJD. But this contradicts

the fact that a was without factors in IFq[x]\IFq so H must be an element of IF~. Hence Pand

Q are relatively prime and Theorem 2.24 declares that

for some i ~1 and b E IF~.Hence N(a) = aQi for some i ~1 and a = b2c( _l)i E IF~as required .

•
The process of reducing ideals is very similar to that of reduction of real quadratic irrational-

ities. Reduction of a primitive ideal a is done by applying the continued fraction algorithm to

the real quadratic irrationality Q = (P + JD)/Q (where {Q, P + JD} is an IFq[x]-basis for

the ideal a). It is shown in [Stl] that the continued fraction algorithm applied to a reduced

ideal produces all equivalent, reduced ideals. Therefore in each O-ideal class we have precisely

one cycle of reduced ideals. Since IFqis finite, this cycle will be finite. The continued fraction

algorithm applied to any primitive O-ideal class yields a reduced O-ideal in the same class

after a finite number of steps and then produces all reduced ideals in that class. In this way

each ideal class can be represented by exactly one cycle of reduced ideals. Basically one has a

structure (the cycle of reduced ideals) within a structure (the ideal class group). This concept

is called the infrastructure in real quadratic function fields and is due to D. Shanks [Sh]. These

considerations correspond to the observations made in real quadratic number fields, see for
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example [Co]. We can then define a distance function b between equivalent, reduced, integral

O-ideal's. Now using Shank's baby-step giant-step idea we obtain an efficient algorithm for

computing the regulator of O. See [Stl] for an overview of the infrastructure method in odd

characteristic and [Zu] for the even characteristic case. Iwill touch on this again in Chapter 4.

2.6 The function field Riemann hypothesis

I will state several results here for completeness as they will be used in several places later

on. Concise proofs following Bombieri can be found in [St, Ch V]. Iwill first give several other

useful results before that of the Hasse- Weil theorem itself. Let FJIFq be a function field of genus

gover IFq. We define the numbers

An := I{A E 'DF : A ~ 0 and deg(A) = n}1

For example, Aa = 1 and Al is the number of places P E S(FjIFq) of degree 1. We have the

following helpful lemma:

Lemma 2.48 (1) For a fixed divisor class [Cl E ClF) we have

I{A E [Cl : A ~ O}I = _l_(qdim[cl - 1)
q-1

(2) For any integer ti > 2g - 2,

An = _h_(qn+l-g - 1)
q-1

Finally we have the celebrated:

Theorem 2.49 (Rasse-Weil) The zeta function of F,

ZF(t) = L N(A)-t = L q-tdeg(A)

has the following properties:

(1) ZF(t) = (1- t)-I(l - qt)-l LF(t) = (1- t)-I(l- qt)-l Il~!l(1- ait) where aI, ...,a2g are

algebraic integers and they can be arranged such that aiag+i = q.

(2) LF(t) = 1 + (N - (q + l))t + ...+ qgt2g where N = I{P E S(FjIFq) : deg P = 1}1
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(3) LF(I) = h, the class number of F/Fq.

(4) lail = q~ for i = 1, ... , 2g.

Let Fr = FF qT be the constant field extension and let Z; (t) and Lr (t) be the respective

zeta function and L-polynomials. Then

An immediate consequence of this is the following useful result:

Theorem 2.50 (Hasse-Weil Bound) The number N = N(F) of places of F/Fq of degree

one can be estimated by
1

IN - (q + 1)1 ::; 2gq2

2.7 The class number of a quadratic function field

It was Artin who in his thesis first gave an analytic formula for the class number of a

quadratic function field. We will shortcut most of his work by using the deep results of the

previous section on the Hasse-Weil theorem. It was in fact Artin who first saw hints that

the Hasse-Weil theorem may hold in quadratic function fields from some of his computational

results. Let F = Fq(x, VD) be a quadratic function field of genus 9 over Fq where 2 t q. Let

Z(t) := ZF(t) be the Zeta function of F. We will make use the well known Euler product

representation of Z (t):
Z (t) = II (1 - tdeg P)-l

PES(Fjfq)

Now we wish to express Z(t) as a product ranging over all monic irreducibles P in Fq[x]. We

will do so by making use of our knowledge of the decomposition of primes (Theorem 2.43). By

examining the prime lying beneath P for each PE S(F /Fq) we derive the following:

Z(t) = G(t) II (1- tdegP)-l(1 - (~)tdegp)-l
PEfq[x] monic, prime
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the factor G(t) coming from the prime at infinity. The product of the first factors is:

The product of the remaining factors is:

L O"mtm
m2:0

([ ~] the Jacobi symbol)

where O"m= L [~]
degM=m

We must now investigate the factor G(t) which will be dependent on the prime at infinity,

i.e. on whether or not F is real or imaginary. We have three cases to consider:

(1) D (x) is of odd degree (F ramified imaginary)

In this case G(t) = (1 - t)-l since the prime at infinity is ramified. Now

L(t) = (1 - t)(l - qt)Z(t) = L O"mtm
m2:0

Since we know that deg(L(t)) = 2g, we conclude that O"m = 0 if m ~ 2g + l. Hence we

have the following elegant formula for the class number:

29

hF = L(l) = L o-«
m=O

(2) D(x) is of even degree with the leading coefficient of D a square in lF~ (F real)

In this case G(t) = (1 - t)-2 since the prime at infinity splits. Now

L( t) (1 - t) (1 - qt)Z( t)
1

1- t L O"mtm
m2:0

m2:0 m2:0
m

m2:0 i=O

29 mL(L O"i)tm (deg(L(t)) = 2g)
m=O i=O
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Hence,

hF L(1)

(2g + 1)0"0 + 2gO"l + ...+ 0"29
29 29

(2g + 1)L 0"m - L mom

m=O m=l
29+1

- LmO"m
m=l

Where the terms are arranged so as to coincide with Artin's formula.

(3) D(x) is of even degree with the leading coefficient of D a non-square in IF; (F inert

imaginary)

In this case G(t) = (1 - t)-1(1 + t)-1 since the prime at infinity is inert. Now

L(t) (1 - t)(1 - qt)Z(t)
1 29

1+ t L O"mtm (deg(L(t)) = 2g)
m=O

Hence,

hF L(1)
1 29

2 LO"m
m=O

We note that we can simplify the computation of hF by making use of the symmetries given

by the functional equation. We also note that the coefficient of t in L( t) equals N - (q + 1)

where N is the number of places P E S(F /IFq) of degree one. This gives us a method for

computing the number of places of degree one of F in terms of sums of Jacobi symbols.
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Chapter 3

A Geometric perspective and

Conjectures

We will now introduce the geometric language of curves and their Jacobians instead of the

algebraic language of function fields and ideal class groups. Some of the results in Chapter

2 will be translated into this new language. There are many excellent books describing this

dictionary between algebra and geometry, see for example R. Hartshorne's classic [Ha]. We have

mainly been following the algebraic approach of Stichtenoth [St]. See for example Fulton [Fu]

or Silverman's good introduction [Si] for a more geometric approach to curves. After this brief

geometric perspective, we will put forward some very general conjectures regarding extensions

of global fields. Using the algebraic geometric dictionary we will be able to formulate the

conjectures both algebraically and geometrically.

3.1 "arieties

We will start our geometric exposition with a brief account of affine and projective varieties

and will mainly follow the notation and development of ideas in [Si]. Let k, k and Gk/k denote

a perfect field, an algebraic closure of k and the Galois group of k over k respectively. The

assumption that k is perfect does not concern us unduly since we are primarily interested in

the case of k being a finite field.

We define An = An(k) = {P = (Xl, ... , Xn) : Xi E k} to be affine n-space over k, The set of
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k-rational points in An can be characterized by

Let k[X] = k[X1, ... Xn] be a polynomial ring in n variables, and let J c k[X] be an ideal. To

each such J we associate a subset of An,

VI = {P E An : f (P) = 0 for all f E I}

We consequently define an affine algebraic set to be any set of the form VI for some ideal J. If
V is an affine algebraic set, the ideal of V is given by

J(V) = {f E k[X]: f(P) = 0 for all P E V}

An affine algebraic set V is defined over k if its ideal J(V) can be generated by polynomials in

k[X]. We denote this by V/ko This being the case, the set of k-rational points of V is given

by

We also denote by J(V/k) = J(V) n k[x] the ideal of V defined over k. We note that by the

Hilbert basis theorem all ideals in k[X] and k[X] are finitely generated.

An affine algebraic set V is called an affine variety if J(V) is a prime ideal in k[X]. The

fact that J (V) is a prime ideal ensures that V is irreducible. Let V/ k be a variety (defined over

k). Then the affine coordinate ring of V / K is defined to be

k[X]
k[V] = J(V/k)

It is an integral domain; and its quotient field, denote k(V), is called the function field of V/ko
Similarly k[V] and k(V) are defined by replacing k with k. Let V be a variety. The dimension
of V, denoted dim(V), is the transcendence degree of k(V) over k.

Let V be a variety and P E V. We define an ideal Mp of k[V] by

Mp = {f E k[V] : f(P) = O}

It can be shown that Mp is a maximal ideal and the quotient Mp / M~ is a finite dimensional

k-vector space. A point P E V is called non-singular if and only if dimj Mp / M~ = dim V.
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The variety V is called non-singular if every point PE V is non-singular. The local ring of V
at P denoted k[V]p is the localization of k[V] at Mp. In other words

k[V]p = {F E k(V) : F = [_ for some I, g E k[V] with g(P) =I O}
g

Notice that if F = f / g E k[V]p, then F(P) = f(P)/ g(P) is well defined. The functions in

k[V]p are said to be regular (or defined) at P.

Working in affine space however has some drawbacks in that we miss 'points at infinity'.

For that reason we introduce projective space and projective varieties. We define projective
n-space over k to be

]fDn = ]fDn(k)= {(xo, ... ,xn) E A.n+1 : at least one Xi =I O}/ rv

where the equivalence relation rv is given by: (xo, ... , xn) rv (Yo, ... , Yn) if there exists a A E k*
with Xi = AYi for all i. Such an equivalence class is denoted by [xo, ... , xn]. The set of k-rational
points in ]fDn is defined to be

]fDn(k)= {[xo, ... ,xn] E]fDn: Xi E k, i = 0, ... ,n}

A polynomial f E k[X] = k[Xo, ... , Xn] is homogeneous of degree d if

for all A E k. An ideal J c k[X] is homogeneous if it is generated by homogeneous polynomials.

To each homogenous ideal J we associate a subset of P",

VI = {P E ]fDn : f(P) = 0 for all homogeneous f E I}

We define a projective algebraic set to be any set of the form Vj for some homogeneous ideal

J. If V is a projective algebraic set, the homogeneous ideal of V, denoted J(V), is the ideal

in k[X] generated by

{f E k[X] : f is homogeneous and f(P) = 0 for all P E V}

Such a V is defined over k, denoted V / k, if its ideal J(V) can be generated by homogeneous

polynomials in k[X]. This being the case, the set of k-rational points of V is the set
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A projective algebraic set is called a projective variety if its homogeneous ideal I(V) is a

prime ideal in k[X]. Once again, the fact that I(V) is a prime ideal ensures that V is irreducible.

It is clear that lpm contains many copies of An. For example, for each 0 ::; i ::;ti, there is an

inclusion

Now let V be an affine algebraic set with ideal I(V), and consider V as a subset of lpm via the

map

The projective closure of V, denoted ii, is the projective algebraic set whose homogeneous ideal

I(iI) is generated by

{j*(X) : f E I(V)}

where
*( ) d (Xo Xl x,. Xi+l Xn)f XO,.·.,Xn =Xif -,-, ... ,--,--, ... ,-

Xi Xi Xi Xi x,
and d = deg(f) is the smallest integer for which j* is a polynomial. We say that 1* is the

homogenization of f with respect to Xi·

We have the following well known result:

(1) Let V be an affine variety. Then il is a projective variety and

(2) Conversely let V be a projective variety. Then V nAn is an affine variety, and either

V nAn = 0 or V = V n An

Finally if an affine (respectively projective) variety V is defined over k, then il (respectively
V nAn) is also defined over k.

By the above correspondence, most of the important properties of a projective variety V

may now be defined in terms of the affine subvariety V n An. Let V/ k be a projective variety.

We choose An c lpm so that V nAn =I- 0. Then the dimension of V is the dimension of V nAn.

Similarly the function field of V, denoted k(V), is the function field of V n An. It can also be
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shown that for different choices of embeddings of An in jpn, the different k(V) 's are canonically

isomorphic.

Now let V be a pro jective variety, P E V, and choose An c jpn with P E An. Then V is

non-singular at P if V nAn is non-singular at P. Like in the affine case, a projective variety V

is called non-singular if every point P E V is non-singular. The local ring of V at P, denoted

k[V]p, is the local ring of V n An at P. A function F E k(V) is regular (or defined) at P if it

is in k[V]p.

3.2 Curves

We are now in a position to define what we mean by a curve.

Definition 3.1 A curve over k, denoted Clk, is a projective variety of dimension one over k.

For our purposes we will only consider non-singular curves. Let CI k be such a non-singular

curve. In this case the points on CI k are in a 1-1 correspondence with the discrete valuations

of the function field k(C). Let PE C. The valuation corresponding to P is given by:

vp k[C]p ----t No U {oo}

max{ d EZ: f E Mt}vp(f)

where vp(O) = 00. Now using vp(f 19) = vp(f) - vp(g), we extend Vp to k(C),

vp : k(C) ----t Z U {oo}

Let's see how these ideas correspond with the intuitive definition of a point as a zero of a

given polynomial and a curve as the set of the zero's plus maybe some additional points at

infinity.

Example 3.2 To demonstrate this more clearly, suppose that k is an algebraically closed field.

Let G E k[x, y] be an irreducible polynomial of degree> 1 and monic in y. Let F be the

function field obtained as the quotient field of k [x, y li(G). First of all we establish a bijeetion

between the maximal ideals of k[x, yl/(G) and the tuples (a, b) E k2 with G(a, b) = O. Note
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that the maximal ideals in k[x, y]/(G) correspond to maximal ideals in k[x, y] containing G.

Let a, bEk with G(a, b) = O.P = (x - a, y - b) is a maximal ideal in k[x, yJ/(G) as k[x, yJ/P
is isomorphic to k and G E P since G(a, b) = O.

Conversely, let M be a maximal ideal of k[x, y]/(G) and let M be the corresponding maximal

ideal in k[x, y] containing G. Set P = Mn k[x]. P is a non-zero prime ideal of k[x], and as

k is algebraically closed we have P = (x - a) for some a E k. Consider the image of M in

k[x, y]/(x - a) ~ kry]. It is given by (y - b) for some bEk, hence M = (x - a, y - b). As

GEM we have that G(a, b) = 0 and M = (x - a,y - b).
Now we can associate to the maximal ideal M = (x - a, y - b) the local ring OM = {exEF: ex

is defined at (a, b)} with maximal ideal MM = {exE OM : ex(a, b) = O}. The maximal ideal M
leads to a discrete valuation if and only if MM is a principal ideal. These (a, b) are the non-

singular points. If all points are non-singular, i.e. OM is a local principal Noetherian domain

for all (a,b) with G(a,b) = 0, then k[x,y]/(G) is a Dedekind domain. Now using (*) above we

can associate to each maximal ideal of k[x, yJ/(G) a discrete valuation and conversely to each

valuation v, a maximal ideal Mv = {exEF: v(ex) > O}. Putting this together implies that

to each zero of G(x, y) we can associate a maximal ideal, and hence a discrete valuation on

the function field F. The set of these valuations is an example of an affine curve. But we are

missing some valuations of F, namely those that do not result from k[x, yJ/(G) but from other

rings contained in F.

Classically, we add points 'at infinity' by considering the solutions of G(t, y) at t = 0 after

the change of variables t = I/x. Considering the polynomial ring k[t, yJ/(G) one obtains the

corresponding valuations in the same way as above.

The simplest example of a curve is the projective line JPI over k. If k is algebraically closed,

the finite points on JPI are in a 1-1 correspondence with k itself. The remaining point at infinity

corresponds to the degree valuation on k(JPI) = k(x).

In our introduction above we have not discussed maps between varieties as we do not need

such generality. We are however interested in maps between non-singular curves.

Definition 3.3 Let C/ k and C' / k be two non-singular curves over k. A morphism ip : C -t C'
of non-singular curves over k is a map given by a homomorphism of k-algebras <p*: k( C') -t

k( C) in the following way: if P E C corresponds to the valuation Vp then <p(P) corresponds in
C'to the unique discrete valuation attached to the valuation Vp 0 ip",
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The degree of sp is defined to be [k(C) : r.p*(k(C'))]. If r.p* : k(C') ----+ k(C) is an isomorphism of

k-algebras, then the corresponding morphism of curves is called an isomorphism.

We now come to our area of study, namely function fields and their associated curves over a

finite field. Let k = IFq be a finite field, and C / k be a non-singular curve defined over k. In this

situation, all the important invariants and properties of the curve C / k are in fact given by those

of the function field k(C). For example, the divisor group of the curve is equal to the divisor

group of the function field k( C) and the genus of the curve is given by that of the function

field. We must take care however in these correspondences as k is not algebraically closed. The

Jacobian of the curve C/k, which we will denote JacC, is given by the divisor classes of degree

o of the function field k( C). Jac C can in fact be given the structure of an abelian variety which

is canonically isomorphic to Pica (C), but for our purposes the above definition suffices. We will

be working primarily with the group of k-rational points of the abelian variety Jac C, which

we will denote Jac C (k). This group is given by the group of divisor classes of degree 0 of the

function field F = k(C). We will sometime abuse notation and simply refer to Jac C(k) as the

Jacobian of C. In terms of Definition A.6 we have

Jac C(k) = Cl~

and hence

hF = IJacC(k)1

where hF is finite since k is finite.

Let S be a finite non-empty subset of C(k) (the set of k-rational points of C). Geometrically,

the ring Os = nprt-sop of S-integers of F defined in Section 2.1 can be thought of as the ring

of functions which are regular on the set U = C(k)\S. Define

hs = ICl(Os)1

It is well known that if C / k is a non-singular projective curve of genus 9 2: 1, then there

exists an injection j : C <:........t Jac C, called the Jacobian embedding of C. If C has a k-rational

point this embedding can be defined over k (see [Mi]). We are in fact interested in an embedding

of the k- rational points of C into Jac C (k ). If we assume that C / k has a k- rational point, this

embedding can be given explicitly in the following way. Fix a point Po E C(k). Then the map

B: { C(k) ----+ JacC(k) }
P~ lP-Pol
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where [D] denotes the class of the divisor D in JacC(k), is the desired embedding. We note

that in general C(k) is not a group, hence by an embedding we simply mean an injective map.

In the case of C being an elliptic curve, the above map becomes an isomorphism (the group

law). fJ is injective since if [P - Po] = [Pi - Po], then P - pi = (z) for some z E F. Hence the

pole divisor of z, (z)oo, equals P'. This implies [F : k(z)] = deg(z)oo = 1 (see [St, Th. 1.4.11])

and therefore F = k(z). We assumed however that g 2:: 1 so that F is not rational, hence we

must have P = P'. In the above situation fJ(S) ~ Jac C(k) and one can consider the finite

subgroup, denoted JacCs(k), of the group JacC(k) generated by fJ(S). Define

Ps = [Jac Cs(k)1

3.3 Translation of results

Since SeC (k) we have that d = gcd {deg P : PES} defined in Section 2.1 equals one.

We also see that the subgroup JacCs(k) defined above is in terms of the definitions in Section

2.1 equal to D(S)O /P(S). Hence, the following result is the consequence of the exact sequences

obtained in Proposition 2.1.

Proposition 3.4 If S is a finite non-empty subset of C(k), there is an exact sequence

0--+ Jac Cs(k) --+ Jac C(k) --+Cl(Os) --+ 0

In particular Schmidt's formula holds

This immediately implies:

Corollary 3.5 The ring Os is principal if and only if Jac C(k) = Jac Cs(k), i.e. the image of

S generates Jac C(k).

We now describe extensions of a pair (Fo, So), where Fo is a function field over k and So a

finite subset of S(Fo/k). A pair (F, S) is called an extension of (Fo, So) if F is an extension of Fo
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and S is exactly the set of places of F lying over So. Let Co be the unique (up to isomorphism)

non-singular projective curve over k which corresponds to Fo. Then an extension (F, S) of

(Fo, So) corresponds to a morphism 7f : C --t Co where C is the curve corresponding to F, in

such a way that 7f-I(SO) = S. Such a pair (C, S) together with the map 7f : C --t Co satisfying

the above conditions is called a covering of (Co, So).

To demonstrate this new language let us translate some of our knowledge of real quadratic

function fields into geometric knowledge of a hyperelliptic curve over k.

Example 3.6 Let F = k(x, VJ5) be a real quadratic function field over k (where we assume k
is of odd characteristic). Let JPI be the projective line over k (the curve corresponding to the

rational function field k(x)) and let CI k be the non-singular curve corresponding to F. Since

F is real we know that there are two primes PI and P2 lying over P00. Let S = {PI, P2}. Then

there exists a morphism 7f : C --t JPI such that 7f-I(Poo) = S defined by the homomorphism of

k-algebras given by n" : k(x) ~ F. In this way (C, S) becomes a covering of (JPI, Poo). In this

specific case the above exact sequence becomes

° --t ([PI - P2]) --t JacC(k) --t Cl(Os) --t °
since J ac Cs (k) = (e( S)). From this it immediately follows that the ring of integers Os is

principal if and only if the Jacobian Jac C(k) is a cyclic group generated by the class [H - P2].

We also note by the exactness that JacC(k)1 ([PI - g]) ~ Cl(Os), which implies that the

order of Cl(Os) equals hF divided by the order of the class [H - P2]. Thus the order of the

class [PI - P2] is none other than the regulator of F. We also note that the class [PI - P2] is

therefore a torsion point inside Jac C (k) and the torsion in question is the regulator of F (or

of Clk).

3.4 General conjectures in global fields

Recall that algebraic number fields are global fields in characteristic 0, while function fields

in one variable over IFq are global fields in positive characteristic. We focus on global fields in

positive characteristic, but examine the more general situation as it is useful to relate problems

and conjectures to their original contexts in algebraic number theory. When considering this

relationship it is helpful to keep the following diagram in mind:
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OcK OcF

Where 0 denotes the respective rings of integers. Let us consider pairs (F,S) where F is a

global field and 5 is a finite non-empty set of places of F. In the case of algebraic number fields,

we also assume that 5 contains the set 500 of archimedean places of F. The ring of S-integers

in any global field F is defined in precisely the same way as Section 2.1, namely

Os = {z EF: vp(z) 2: O,VP tJ_ S} = nOp
Prf.s

For global fields in characteristic 0 it is a classical result that Os is a Dedekind domain with

finite class group. In Chapter 2 we showed that the same holds for global fields in positive

characteristic. For a fixed pair (Fo, So) we will call a pair (F,S) an extension of (Fo, So) is F

is a field extension of Fo and 5 is the exact set of places of F lying above the places in So. We

start by stating a very general conjecture on global field extensions suggested in [LV].

Conjecture 3.7 For any pair (Fo, So) with aso principal, there are infinitely many extensions

(F, S) such that

(1) All the places of So split completely in K.

(2) The extension FIFo is of degree two.

(3) The ring Os principal.

If we choose Fo = Q and So = {Poo} where P00 is the archimedean place of Q we obtain

the classical conjecture of Gauss since in this case Os is nothing other than the ring of integers

of the number field F. One can observe that conditions 1 and 3 in the above conjecture

are antinomicals: meaning that as 5 increases there are more and more extensions satisfying

condition 3, but it is less and less probable that they will satisfy condition 1. Condition 1

should be thought of as the 'realness' condition, recalling that in the specific case of So = {P oo}

the splitting of P00 implies that F is a 'real' field.
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3.5 Conjectures in positive characteristic

For the remaining conjectures we will give both an algebraic and geometric formulation

using the corresponce determined in the previous section. The following conjecture which is as

yet unproved is the exact analogue of the classical Gauss conjecture. Choosing Po = IFq (x) and

So = {Poo} in Conjecture 3.7 we obtain:

Conjecture 3.8 (Algebraic) For a fixed constant field IFq, there are infinitely many real quadratic

function fields P IIFq whose ring of integers is principal.

(Geometric) For a fixed constant field IFq, there are infinitely many coverings (C, S) of (PI, (0)
such that:

(2) The covering 'If is hyperelliptic

(3) The group Jac C (k) is cyclic, generated by the class [PI - P2].

The above conjecture is believed by most researchers to be out of reach at present (just as

its analogy in characteristic 0). It is an example of what is known as a 'vertical' class number

problem since we are looking for infinitely many extensions for a fixed constant field IFq, which

implies that were such a family {Pi: i E I} to be found, it would contain function fields Pi of

arbitrarly large genus.

We can also formulate what is known as a 'horizontal' class number problem. In this case

we begin with a fixed hyperelliptic curve Cover Q given by y2 = D(x), D(x) E Z[x]. The

conjecture is the following:

Conjecture 3.9 (Algebraic) There are infinitely many odd primes p for which IFp[x,.jD] has

class number one.

(Geometric) There are infinitely many odd primes p for which

where Cp is the reduction of C IQ to IFp, and PI and P2 are the points lying above infinity, i. e.

the group of IFp-rational points on the Jacobian of Cp is generated by the class [H - P2].
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We will not go into more detail than that given above as it is a divergence from the central

theme of this dissertation. A more in depth exposition of the above conjecture can be found in

Jing Yu's paper [Yj].

Since Conjecture 3.7 seems to be inaccessible at present, we follow [LV]and formulate some

related problems which are a series of weaker versions of that conjecture.

Problem 3.10 Let (Fa, So) be a fixed pair with Fa an algebraic function field over IFq and So
a non-empty, finite set of places of degree one of Fo, such that the ring Os is principal. Then

construct infinitely many extensions (F, S) of (Fo, So) satisfying the following conditions:

(1) Either:

A. The places in S are IFq-rational, or

B. All the places in So split completely in F.

(2) We have one of the following:

A. The extension FIFo is arbitrary (i.e. Galois or not), but the genus of F is positive.

B. The extension FIFo is Galois.

C. The extension FIFo is of degree two.

(3) The ring Os is principal.

We say that Problem XY for (Fa, So) has a solution if we are able to construct infinitely

many extensions (F, S) satifying conditions 1.X, 2.Y and condition 3. It is clear that Problem

BG is precisely that of Conjecture 3.7. Note that the above problem can also easily be translated

into geometric language. We have the following diagram of implications:
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Main Conjecture BC

j
Problem BB

Problem BA Problem AB

Problem AA

We will see in Chapter 5 that Problem BB has been solved over certain constant fields. In

Chapter 4 we will investigate results which are a step towards solving the more difficult BC

Problem.
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Chapter 4

Quadratic Function Fields over JFq

In this section I will investigate some deeper results in the arithmetic of quadratic function

fields both real and imaginary. We will see that the class number one problem has in fact been

solved for imaginary quadratic fields. As far as real quadratic function fields are concerned I will

highlight what I believe to be the most important results of the last 30 years. Included amongst

these will be a few small results of my own, not because I regard them as the most important

by any means, but simply because they are my own. A great deal of work has been done in

this area and I apologize for any important results which I may quite easily have omitted. We

will begin with a few general results.

4.1 General results

We begin by demonstrating how in certain situations we can move via a birational trans-

formation between real quadratic and imaginary quadratic function fields. This is of particular

interest when it comes to computational and numerical considerations. First we examine how

a ramified imaginary field can be transformed to a real field:

Proposition 4.1 Let F IIF q be a ramified imaginary quadratic function .field over IFq) where q

is odd. Then F = IFq(x, VD) for some D(x) = X2g+1 + a2gx2g + ...+ ao E IFq[x], where g is the

genus of F. If q~ 2 2g then F can be represented as a real quadratic function .field over the

same constants via the birational transformation:

1 - 1
t = --, D(t) = t2g+2D({3 + -)

x-{3 t
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for an appropriate {3 E IFq.

Proof. It is clear that the above transformation is birational. Recalling Theorem 2.13, we

need to check that D(t) = t2g+2D({3 + i) is of even degree with leading coefficient a square

in IF';. Now, by the Hassc-Weil bound, the number of IFq-rational points N on y2 = D(x) IS

bounded below by:
1

N ~ q + 1- 2gq"i

if N ~ 1, then it is clear that we can find a {3 such that {32g+1+ a29{329+ ...+ ao is a square in

IF; since the curve y2 = D(x) has an IFq-rational point. Therefore we want:

1
q + 1- 2gq"i > 1

1
q > 2gq"i
1

q"i > 2g

which is what we assumed about the relationship between q and the genus. Moreover, we see

that:

D(t) t2g+2D({3 + ~)
t

t2g+2 [({3 + ~)2g+1 + a2g({3 + ~)2g + ...+ ao]

({32g+1+ a29{329+ ...+ ao)t2g+2 + ...+ t

and it is clear the D(t) is of even degree. Also, {3 was chosen above in such a way that the

leading coefficient of D(t) is a square in IF;. •

Conversely we now begin with a real quadratic field and show how if we make a certain

assumption about the discriminant we can transform the field into an imaginary field. More

precisely:

Proposition 4.2 Let FIIFq be a real quadratic function field over IFq, where q is odd. Then

F = IFq(x, y75) for some D(x) = X2g+2 + a2g+1x2g+1 + ...+ a., E IFq[x], where g is the genus

of F. If D(x) has a root a E IFq, i.e. F has a ramified prime of degree one, then F can be

represented as a ramified imaginary quadratic function field over the same constants via the

biroiionol transformation:

t = _1_ D(t) = t2g+2D(a +~)
x - cx' t
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Proof. It is clear that the above transformation is birational. Recalling Theorem 2.13, we

need to check that D(t) = t2g+2 Dio: + i) is of odd degree. We see that:

D(t)
1

t2g+2 D(o: + -)
t

t2g+2 [(0: + t )2g+2 + a2g+1(0: + t )2g+1 + ...+ ao]

(0:2g+2 + a29+10:29+1 + ...+ ao)t2g+2 + ...+ 1

b2g+lt2g+l + b2gt2g + ...+ 1 (since D(o:) = 0)

for some bi E IFq, i = 1, ... , 2g + 1. Moreover:

b2g+l (2g + 2)0:2g+1 + a2g+1 (2g + 1)0:2g + ...+ al

DI (0:) =1= 0 (since D is square-free)

This proves the result. _

Let F = IFq(x, VD) be a quadratic function field (real or imaginary) in odd characteristic.

The following theorem gives us a condition under which the ideal class group of the ring of

integers 0 has an element of order n. This useful result was first shown by K. Wang and X.

Zhang [WZ2]. We will call a pair (X, Y) E IFq[x] x IFq[x] proper if X and Yare relatively prime.

Theorem 4.3 The ideal class group of 0 = IFq[x, VD] has a cyclic subgroup of order n 2: 2 if

and only if the equation

has a proper solution (X, Y) (e E IF~,Z E IFq[x]\IFq), and the equation

has no proper solution (X, Y) (b E IF~, 1 ::; jin, j < n).

Proof. ({=) Suppose the equation X2 - Dy2 = eZn has a proper solution X = A and

Y = B. Set e = A + BVD, then

Suppose that Z = eP~l ...p:r is the factorization of Z in IFq[x] into distinct monic irreducibles,

e E IF~. Then for any particular irreducible factor P of Z we have A2 - DB2(mod P). Since

D is square-free, (A, B) = 1 and n 2: 2, we quite easily see that PtA, P t Band P t D.
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For example if P I A, then Pt Band P I D; Now from A2 - DB2 - cZn(mod P2) we obtain

0- DB2 = O(mod P2) a contradiction since D is square-free. Therefore we have:

(~) = (B;D) = (~) = 1

in other words P is completely split in F. Hence for each Pi I Z, i = 1, ... , T, we have

Therefore we have the following ideal equation

We note that the principal ideal (B) is relatively prime to Ce) since if (P) I (B, e), then (P) I
(B+ e, B - B) = (A, BD) = (A, D) (since (A, B) = 1) which implies that P I D. But this implies

that P ramifies which is contradictory with the fact that all factors of (B) are splitting. Hence

we have

(B) = r

where 1= (i\ ...Pr) where Pi = Pi or Pi = Pi for each i = 1, ... , T. Thus In is a principal ideal.

If jin and Ij is principal, then

for some a = Xl + YlVl5 E O. Then

in other words,

for some c' E IF~. Since we have assumed that xl- yl
2D = c'zj (1 ~ jin, j < n) has no

proper solutions, it follows that jJ is not principal. In other words I generates a cyclic subgroup

of order ti in the ideal class group of O.

(::::;,)On the other hand if the ideal class group of 0 contains a cyclic subgroup of order ti,

we may assume that it is generated by [I], the ideal class represented by some integral ideal I.
Thus we have

(r) = (B)

where B = A + BVl5 E O. Therefore
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where Z E IFq[x] is the norm of the ideal I. This simply implies that

for some c E IF;. We also know that X2 - y2 D = c'zj (1 ::; jin, j < n) has no proper solution

for otherwise [I] would generate a subgroup of order j, a contradiction. _

4.2 The Imaginary case

The imaginary case is divided into three sections. In the first section we present several

results which determine all imaginary fields of class number one and two respectively, as well

as giving a general outlook on this area of research. In the second section we do some general

constructions of imaginary function fields with elements of a specified order in the ideal class

group. In the final section we briefly mention some class number relations.

4.2.1 Fields of a given class number

We know that in the classical case of imaginary quadratic number fields the order of the ideal

class group grows with the order of the discriminant. This was conjectured by Gauss, but only

shown by Heilbronn in 1934. It therefore follows that there are only a finite number of imaginary

quadratic fields of a given class number. The problem is now the precise determination of these

fields. In the classical case it is known that there are precisely 9 imaginary quadratic number

fields with principal ring of integers, the last one being Q(J -163). It is interesting that these

9 examples were given by Gauss, although it was only shown (about which there is some

controversy) in 1952 by Heegner that these are the only ones. See [Oe] for a review of that

subject. Here we present the analogous situation for function fields.

We recall that a quadratic function field F is called imaginary if the prime at infinity is

either inert or ramified in F. In the situation of function fields the class number also tends

towards infinity as the order of the discriminant tends towards infinity. This can be seen using

the Hasse- Weil theorem which tells us that for a function field F with ring of integers 0, the

following bound holds
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where cS = 1 or cS = 2 depending on whether F is inert or ramified. In either case if q 2': 5, the
right hand side tends toward infinity as the discriminant (or genus) grows. For q < 5 similar

bounds can be obtained through other constructions.

The inert imaginary case is not of consequence when examining the class number one prob-

lem, as by recalling Proposition 2.17 it is impossible for the ring of integers to be principal.

In the ramified case however it is possible for the ideal class number ho to be one and we

will describe precisely when this happens. An important ingredient in this regard will be the

function field Riemann hypothesis. To give an idea of how the proof works we will show here

the impossibility in the imaginary case of ho = hF = 1 when q > 4. We exclude the trivial

case g = O. The proof is as follows:

Theorem 4.4 Let F/Fq be a ramified imaginary quadratic function field and q > 4. Then

ho = hF> 1.

Proof. From the function field Riemann hypothesis (Theorem 2.49) we can write

2g
LF(t) = 1+ (N - (q + l))t + ...+ qgt2g = II(1 - ait)

i=l

Hence 2g
hF = LF(l) = II(1 - ai)

i=l

Suppose now that q > 4. Then for any algebraic integer a with lal = q~ we have

Il - a I 2': 1111 - Ia II= Il - q~ I > 1 (since y'q > 2)

Hence hF > 1. •

The details can be found in [Mr] where all imaginary quadratic fields of class number one

are determined using most importantly the beautiful bounds given by the Hasse-Weil theorem.

I will list these fields here for completeness:

Theorem 4.5 (MacRae) There are only four imaginary quadratic extensions F/Fq ofFq(x)

whose ideal class number is one. These being:

(1) q = 4, g = 1: F generated by y2 + Y + X3 + a = 0 where (a) = F~,

(2) q = 3, g = 1: F generated by y2 - (X3 - x-I) = 0,
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(3) q = 2, g = 2: F generated by y2 + Y + (x5 + x3 + 1) = 0,

(4) q = 2, g = 1: F generated by y2 + Y + (x3 + X + 1) = o.

The above result was shown by R.E. Macrae in 1971, but he only determined fields F with

class number one having a prime of degree one. A year later M. Madan and C.S. Queen [MQ]

showed that up to isomorphism there is exactly one imaginary quadratic field F with class

number one having no prime of degree one. This is their result:

Theorem 4.6 There is up to isomorphism only one imaginary quadratic extension F JIFq of

lFq(x) having no prime of degree one and whose ideal class number is one. This being:

x3 + x2 + 1q = 2, g = 2: F generated by y2 + y = -3---
x +x+ 1

We now come to the class number 2 problem. In the classical number field case there

are exactly 18 imaginary quadratic extensions of Q with ideal class number 2, a result proved

independently by H.M. Stark [Sk] and H.L. Montgomery-P.J. Weinberger [MWe]. The analogous

situation in function fields was studied by D. Le Brigand [Lbl]. She determined that there are 13

imaginary quadratic extensions of IFq(x) having ideal class number 2. By recalling Proposition

2.17 we see that it is possible in the inert imaginary case for the ideal class number to equal 2

(the class number of the function field must then be 1). This is the precise result:

Theorem 4.7 (Le Brigand) Let FjIFq be a quadratic function field, ti; the number of places

of degree i in F. Up to isomorphism there are 13 imaginary quadratic extensions F such that

the class number of the ring of integers of F equals 2. They are obtained for F = IFq(x, y) where

(1) in the inert case, hF = 1

g q nl n2
1 2 y2 + Y = (x3 + x2 + 1)/(x3) 1

3 y2 = (2x3 + 2X2 + 1)j(x3) 1
4 y2 + Y = (ax3 + 1)j(x3) where (a) = IF~ 1

2 2 y2 + y = (x5 + x2 + 1)j(x5) 1 2
y2 + Y = (x3 + x2 + 1)/ (x3 + X + 1) 0 3

(2) in the ramified case, hF = 2
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g q nl n2 n3
1 2 y2 + xy = x3 + x2 + 1 2

3 y2 = x3 + 2x + 2 2
4 y2 + xy = x3 + ax + 1 where (al = IF~ 2
5 y2 = x3 + 2x 2

2 2 y2 + Y = (x3 + X + 1)/ (x2 + X + 1) 1 3
y2 + Y = (x4 + X + 1)/ x 2 1

3 2 y2 + Y = (x4 + x3 + x2 + X + 1)/ (x3 + X + 1) 1 2 1
y2 + y = (x5 + x2 + 1)/(x2 + X + 1) 1 3 0

The general problem of determining all imaginary quadratic number fields with a given

class number has been solved in principle by Goldfeld-Gross-Zagier. The most recent advance

is by M. Watkins who determined a complete list of all imaginary quadratic fields with class

number v, 100. See a recent survey by D. Goldfeld [Go] for a review on this subject. The

analogue of some of these results have been shown in the function field case. See for example

the paper by H.-G. Ruck and U. Tipp [RT] which presents a Gross-Zagier formula for function

fields.

4.2.2 Construction of fields with an element of order n

We now present a specific form of imaginary quadratic function fields which will always

have an element of order n in the ideal class group of O. We will do so by using Theorem 4.3

proved in the previous section.

Theorem 4.8 Let D = B2 + Mn, deg(B2) < deg(Mn) where B, M E IFq[x], deg(M) odd,

(B, M) = I, and n is odd. If D is square-free, then F = IFq(x, v75) is imaginary quadratic and

the ideal class group of 0 contains a cyclic subgroup of order n.

Proof. By the conditions given it is clear that deg(D) is odd and consequently F is ramified

imaginary quadratic. It is clear that (X, Y) = (B, 1) is a proper solution to

By Theorem 4.3 it is sufficient to show that X2 - Dy2 = cM] (c E IF~, 1 :::;jin, j < n)
has no proper solution. Now for any X, Y E IFq[x] we have that

deg(X2 - Dy2) > deg(D) (since deg(D) is odd)

deg(Mn) (by assumption)
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hence it is not possible that deg(X2 - Dy2) = deg(Mj) for any I ~ jIn, j < ti. This

completes the proof. _

The above example is interesting although somewhat lacking in that one does not know

how often the discriminant D of the above form will be square-free. In a recent paper Murty

[Mu] showed that if ti ~ 3 is a fixed integer then the number of imaginary quadratic number

fields whose absolute discriminant is ~ m and whose class group has an element of order ti is

at least m~+~. I will state without proof the result of D. Cardon and Murty [CM] which is the

analogue in the function field case. As we saw above it is relatively easy to construct function

fields whose ideal class group will have an element of order n, but is more difficult to count how

often a specific form of discriminant will give us a new field, i.e. how often the discriminant is

square-free. The authors apply some interesting counting techniques to achieve a lower bound

on the number of square-free discriminants of a particular form. This is their precise result:

Theorem 4.9 Let q ~ 5 be a power of an odd prime and let n ~ 3 be a fixed integer. There

are at least qm(~+~) imaginary quadratic extensions F = lFq(x, Vl5) oflFq(x) with deg(D) ~ m

whose class group has an element of order n.

4.2.3 Class number relations

Classically, one of the most effective ways to compute tables of class numbers for imaginary

quadratic fields is through a beautiful formula of Hurwitz [Hu]. This formula, derived using

information from the moduli space of elliptic curves, gives relations between class numbers of

different imaginary quadratic fields. See a brief survey of this topic in [Co]. This story has its

counterpart in our setting of imaginary quadratic function fields over lFq. The moduli space

of elliptic curves is replaced by the moduli space of rank 2 Drinfeld lFq[x]-modules introduced

by Drinfeld [Dr]. The analogue of the Hurwitz class number relation was first established by

Jiu-Kang Yu [Yul] in the odd characteristic case, and then by Julie T.-Y. Wang and Jing Yu

[WY] in even characteristic. The resulting formula gives interesting relationships between the

number of lFq-rational points of the Jacobians of different imaginary hyperelliptic curves. See

the cited papers for a more in depth exposition.
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4.3 The Real case

Let F IIF q be a real quadratic function field over IFq' Most of the results in this section are

only applicable in the odd characteristic case, so suppose henceforth that 2 t q unless stated

otherwise. The real case is divided into four sections. The first section gives some very general

results on the divisibility of the ideal class number of real quadratic function fields of different

forms. We also present explicit formulae for the regulator of fields of a few different forms. It

is in this section that some of my own results will also be presented. In the second section we

determine all real quadratic function fields of Chawla type having ideal class number one. The

third section contains a result of T.A. Schmidt on infinitely many real quadratic function fields

of genus two with ideal class number one (where the constant field IFq is naturally allowed to

vary). The last section is the analogue in the function field case of a conjecture by Ankeny-

Artin-Chowla regarding the fundamental unit and discriminant in real quadratic number fields.

4.3.1 Class Number divisibility and explicit regulator computation

We will firstly introduce a useful result of X. Zhang [Zhl] which determines the 2-rank of

the ideal class group. This was done by calculating the number of 'ambiguous' ideal classes

(ideal classes for which u rv ëi).

Theorem 4.10 Let F = IFq(x, v!J5) be as above and let Cl(O) denote the ideal class group of

O. Let r = dimj-, Cl(0)/Cl(0)2 be the 2-rank of Cl(O), m the number of monic irreducible

factors of D. Then r = m - 2 if D has an irreducible factor of odd degree, and r = m - 1

otherwise.

Corollary 4.11 We have that 2 t ho = ICl(O)1 if and only if

(1) D is irreducible, or

(2) D = PIP2 where PI and P2 are irreducible polynomials of odd degree.

Moreover if E is a fundamental unit of F, then for case (1) it is shown in (Ar) that N(E) = g

where (g) = IF~ and in case (2) we have N(E) = 1.

Proof. Clearly 2 t ho if and only if r = O. In other words either m = 1 and D itself is

irreducible, or if m = 2, it is necessary that one of the irreducible factors of D is of odd degree
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(but since deg(D) is even it follows that both factors are of odd degree). Let E = A + BV75,
and P be an irreducible factor of D with odd degree. If N(E) = 9 = A2 - DB2, we have that

A2 == g(mod P) and hence (J;) = 1. But 2 t deg(P) implies (J;) = -1 by one of the reciprocity

properties, a contradiction. Moreover it is also shown in [Ar] that N( E) = 9 for some generator

9 of IF; or N(E) = I, and consequently we must have that N(E) = 1. •

In the classical number field case we have the following interesting result shown in 1985 by

Hang Wen Lu [Hw]: Let d = 4m2n + 1 be square-free, where m, nEil are such that ti > 0 and

m 2: 2. Then ti divides the ideal class number of Q( Jd).

We will prove the analogue of the above result in the function field case, a result shown in

1992 by C. Friesen [Fr2]. I will present my own proof of the result using results which we have

already shown. The two essential results in this regard will be Theorem 2.24 and Theorem 4.3.

The natural analogue of the form d = 4m2n+l is D = z2n+a2 where ZE IFq[x]\IFq and a E IF;.
This is the result:

Theorem 4.12 Let IFq be a finite field of odd characteristic and n 2: 2. Let Z E IFq[x]\IFq and

let a E IF;. We let D = z2n + a2. If D is monic and square-free then ti divides the ideal class

number ofIFq(x, V75).

Proof. We see that (X, Y) = (a, 1) is a proper (i.e. X and Yare relatively prime) solution

to the equation

We now examine the continued fraction expansion of the real quadratic irrationality eK = (0 +
V75)/1. We have that Po = 0, Qo = 1. A simple investigation shows that Pi = Z" for all i E N

and that Qi = 1 if i is even and Qi = a2 if i is odd, where these recursive sequences are defined

by 2.15. Now from Theorem 2.24 we see that if the equation

has a proper solution (X, Y) for some N E IFq[x] with deg(N) < ~deg(Z2n) = deg(Zn) then it

follows that N = b2( -l)iQi for some positive integer i and b E IF;. But because of what was

observed above about the Qi sequence, it follows that N = c for some c E IF;, but we know that

c =J. Cl zj for any c E IF;, 1 ::; j I 2n, j < 2n since deg(Z) 2: 1. It follows that the above equation

can only have a solution when deg(N) 2: deg(Zn). Now it follows from Theorem 4.3 that the
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ideal class group of 0 has a cyclic subgroup of order either ti or 2n (depending on whether or

not X2 - Dy2 = cZn has a proper solution). In both cases we have that ti divides ho. _

We now wish to apply the above theorem in order to determine infinite families IFq(x, .JD)

for which ti I ho for any ti E N. We are able to do this for any ti relatively prime to the

characteristic pof IFq. The condition that D must be monic does not pose a problem as we can

simply choose for example Z to be monic. The condition that D must be square-free is slightly

more troublesome. We display two families for which D is indeed monic and square-free:

Lemma 4.13 Let IFq be of odd characteristic. Fix a positive integer ti which is relatively prime

to the characteristic p ofIFq and an element a E IF~. Let ZE IFq[x]\IFq be such that D = Z2n+a2

is monic. Then D is also square-free if Z has one of the following two forms:

(1) Z(x) = G(xP) + bx'" : (p, m) = 1, G(x) E IFq[x], b E IF~, G(o)2n =I -a2.

G (x) E IFq [x], b E IF~.(2) Z(x) = G(xP) + bx :

Proof. D = z2n + a2 is square-free if and only if it shares no factors with its derivative

2nZ2n-1 Z'. Since a =I 0 and pt 2n we have that z» + a2 is square-free if and only if z2n + a2

and Z' are relatively prime. For the first form we note that Z'(x) = bmx'":" can have zeros

only at x = O. But the condition G(o)2n =I -a2 prevents x = 0 from being a root of z2n + a2

and so D = z2n + a2 is square-free. For the second form we simply note that Z' = b =I 0 has
no roots. _

Corollary 4.14 Let IFq be a finite field of odd characteristic and fix a positive integer n relatively

prime to the characteristic p of IFq. There are infinitely many square-free, even-degree manics

DE IFq[x] such that ti divides the ideal class number ofIFq(x, .JD).

Once again, using Theorem 2.24 and Theorem 4.3 as we did in Theorem 4.12 we can obtain

many different types of real quadratic function fields whose ideal class group has an element of

order n. We have the following general result:

Theorem 4.15 Let D = (zn + aF - b)2 + 4abF where a, b E IF~, Z E IFq[x]\IFq, F I Z" - b

and deg(F) < degfZ"). If D is monic and square-free, then the ideal class group ofIFq(x,.JD)

contains a cyclic subgroup of order n.
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Proof. We see firstly that (X, Y) = (zn + aF + b, 1) is a proper solution to

What remains to show according to Theorem 4.3 is that

has no proper solution for (c E IF;, 1 ::; jin, j < n). Let us now investigate the continued

fraction expansion of the real quadratic irrationality 0: = y75. We have that Po = 0 and

Qo = 1. We easily see that Pi = Z" + aF - b for all i 2: 1 and that Qi = 1 if i is even and

Qi = 4abF is i is odd. From Theorem 2.24 we know that if

has a proper solution with deg(N) < ~deg(D) = deg(Zn), then N = j2( -1)iQi for some i 2: 1
and f E IF;. Now suppose that X2 - Dy2 = cZj has a solution (c Elf;, 1 ::; jin, j < n). Then

either cZj = a2(_1)i which is not possible since deg(Zj) 2: 1 or cZj = a2(-1)i4abF. The latter

case implies that Z" = e'F Zj' (where jij = n and c' E IF;) but this contradicts F I Z" - b.

Hence the ideal class group of 0 has a cyclic subgroup of order n. _

Both the above result and Theorem 4.10 were relatively easy to prove as the discriminant D

had the desirable property that when it was written as D = h2+r, then r I h (where h, r E IFq[x],

deg(h) = ~deg(D) and deg(r) < ~deg(D)). If D has this property we will say that the function

field F = IFq(x, y75) is of ERD type (extended Richaud-Degert type). Function fields F of this

type are analogous to the classical case Q(Jd) where d = N2 + ti with n I 4N or n I 2mN

(m 2:: 2). We now do an explicit calculation of the regulator of a real quadratic function field

of this form. This is interesting as in general it is difficult to find an analytic formula for the

regulator of an infinite family of real quadratic function fields.

Theorem 4.16 Let F = IFq(x, y75) be of ERD type) where D = h2 +r is square-free) deg(h) =

~deg(D) and r I h. Then the regulator of F equals

(lj ~deg(D) if r E IF;,

(2j deg(D) - deg(r) ifr tl.IF;.

Proof. If r E IF;, then F is of Chawla type and we determined in Example 2.37 that the

regulator of F is in this case equal to deg(h). Suppose now that r ti. IF;. We compute the
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continued fraction expansion of the real quadratic irrationality a = (0 + VD)/1. We see that

Po = 0 and Qo = 1. By using the recursion 2.15 we see Pi = h, i 2: 1 and Qi = 1 if i is even

and Qi = r if i is odd. Now recalling that ai = (Pi + VD)/Qi (2.16) we observe that al = a3

and that the quasi-period tri equals the period ti, equals two (since deg(r) 2: 1). Now using

Theorem 2.36 we see that a fundamental unit of F is

E Pm-l + qm-l rn = PI + qirn
2h2 2h-+l+(-)rnr r

Consequently recalling Remark 2.18 we see that R = deg(2h2 /r+ 1) = deg(2h2/r) = deg(2h2)-

deg(r) = deg(D) - degr. _

We now present an infinite family of real quadratic function fields which are not of ERD

type, but whose ideal class group has an element of order ti. We first compute the regulator

of function fields of this type. This explicit computation of the regulator is my own result

although this construction is given in [WZ1]. I will give a general discussion of these results

after the next two theorems.

Theorem 4.17 Suppose A E IFq[x]\IFq is monic. Let h = ~A-~. If D = (Ad+h)2+A (d 2: 2)
is square-free, then F = IFq(x, VD) is not of ERD type and the regulator of F equals d2 deg(A).

Moreover the quasi-period of the expansion of a = VD equals 2d - 1.

Proof. Firstly it is clear that F is not of ERD type since A t Ad + h. We compute the

continued fraction expansion of a = VD. As usual Po = 0 and Qo = 1. We follow the algorithm

defined in Section 2.3.2. Our first observation is that ao = lVD J = Ad + h and that ro = O.

Now PI = aoQo - Po = ao = Ad + hand QI = (D - pn/Qo = A. By definition
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and rl = -l. Now P2 = alQI - PI = A(2Ad-1 + 1)- (Ad + h) = Ad + A - hand Q2

(D - Pi)/Ql = -2Ad-l. Continuing with the algorithm we obtain the following:

'/, Pi Qi ai ri

0 0 1 Ad+h 0

1 Ad+h A 2Ad-l + 1 -1

2 Ad + A - h -2Ad-1 -A A

3 Ad - A + h _A2 _2Ad-2 -1

4 Ad + A - h 2Ad-2 A2 A

5 Ad - A + h A3 2Ad-3 -1

6 Ad + A - h -2Ad-3 _A3 A

7 Ad - A+ h -A4 -2Ad-4 -1

8 Ad + A - h 2Ad-4 A4 A

(supposing in order to see the pattern that d > 4). This pattern continues until the index

i = 2d - 2 (this index is found by examining the decreasing powers of A in the Q sequence).

Observe that P2d-2 = Ad + A - hand Q2d-2 = ±2Ad-ed;2) = ±2A where the ± is dependent

on whether d is even or odd. Also a2d-2 = ±(Ad-l + ~) and r2d-2 = O. Continuing for a few

more iterations yields:

P-t

2d -1

2d

±.!
2

±2A

±(Ad-l + ~)
±(4Ad + 2A - 2)

±(Ad-l +~)

o
o
-1

From this we see that

al = PI + Vl5 = Ad + h + Vl5 = ±2. Ad + h + Vl5 = ±2. P2d + Vl5 = ±2a2d
Ql A ±2A Q2d

In other words the quasi-period of the expansion of a = Vl5 is m = 2d - 1 since al = ca2d for

some c E lF~. Since c = ±2 (depending on whether d is odd or even) we know from Corollary

2.23 that the period of the expansion must be 2m = 4d - 2. Now from Theorem 2.36 we know

that a fundamental unit of Fis é = P2d-2 +Q2d-2Vl5. We also know from Remark 2.18 that the

regulator R of F equals deg (P2d- 2)' Recalling that Po = ao) PI = al ao+ 1) P2 = a2 (a laO+ 1) + ao

and in general that Pi = aiPi-l + Pi-2 we see that:
2d-2 2d-2

deg(P2d-2) = deg( IIai) = L deg( ai)
i=O i=O
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(since a; =J. 0 for any i 2: 0). Observing the pattern in the sequence tu, we see that

2d-2 d-l d-l d-l
L deg(ai) = deg(A)(L(d - i) + Li) = deg(A) L d = deg(A)d2

i=O i=O i=O i=O

Hence the regulator of F equals deg(P2d-2) = d2deg(A). _

We now examine the ideal class group of function fields of the above type more closely.

More precisely:

Theorem 4.18 Suppose A = Z" (n 2: 2) is monic for some Z E IFq[x]\IFq. Let h = ~A -~. If

D = (Ad + h)2 + A (d 2: 2) is square-free, then the ideal class group of F = IFq(x, VD) has an

element of order n:

Proof. Firstly we note that (X, Y) = (Ad + h, 1) is a proper solution to the equation

X2 _ y2D = -A = _zn

What remains to show according to Theorem 4.3 is that

has no proper solution for (c E IF~, 1 :::;jin, j < n). From Theorem 2.24 we know that if

has a proper solution with deg(N) < ~deg(D) = ~deg(A2d) = 2d deg(Zn), then N = a2( -l)iQi

for some i 2: 1 and some a E IF~.We will make use the continued fraction expansion of a = VD
determined in the theorem above. Now suppose that X2 - Dy2 = cZj has a solution (c E IF;,

1 :::;jin, j < n). Then either cZj = a2( -l)ib (b = 1 or b = ±~) which is not possible since

deg(Zj) 2: 1 or cZj = a2( -l)ibAk (b E IF~and k E [1,2, ..d - 1]). The latter case implies that

cZj = c' znk (c, c' E IF~)which is not possible if j < n. Hence the ideal class group of 0 has a

cyclic subgroup of order n. _

The construction of the function fields in Theorem 4.15 and the Theorem above can be

found in [WZ1]. They do not however find an explicit formula for the regulator, but simply

note that function fields of that form have an element of order ti in their ideal class group. The

authors also present three other types of function fields F which are not of ERD type but have

a subgroup of order n in their ideal class group. These being:
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(3) D = (Ad - h - 1)2 - A.

where the situation is the same as that of the above theorem. These three forms lead to

essentially the same continued fraction expansion of a = JD and the formula for the quasi-

period and regulator of these function fields are the same as those given in Theorem 4.17. Once

again it is a difficult problem to determine exact conditions under which D will be square-free

and the authors do not address this issue. It would indeed be interesting if we could show

conditions under which the discriminant D of the above form would be square-free since it

would give us an explicit construction a function field F with a given odd quasi-period (for

the expansion of JD). To this end I was able to construct such a field F having quasi-period

congruent to -1 modulo 2p, where p is the characteristic of IFq. This is the precise result:

Theorem 4.19 Let GE IFq[x]. Suppose A(x) = G(xP) + cx + dE IFq[x], c, dE IF; is monic and
let h = ~A -~. Then D = (Ad + h)2 + A is square-free if d = np for any n ~ I, where p is the
characteristic of IFq-

Proof. D is square-free if and only if it shares no common factors with its derivative DI.
Let B = Ad + h. We have:

DI 2B(dAd-1 AI + hl) + AI

2B(O + ~AI) + AI

AIB+AI

AI(B + 1)

Now suppose there exists a monic irreducible P E IFq[x]\IFq dividing both D and DI. Then

since P I DI and AI E IF;, it follows that P I B + 1, i.e. P I Ad + ~A +~. Moreover since P I D
it also follows that

P

P

BDI - AID = B2 AI + BAl - AI(B2 + A) = A'(B - A) i.e.

A'(Ad - ~A - ~)2 2
Hence since AI E IF;, we have P I (Ad - ~A - ~). But this implies that P I (Ad - ~A - ~) +

(Ad + ~A + ~)= 2Ad. So that P I A. A contradiction. Hence D is indeed square-free. _
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Now recalling Theorem 4.17, we know that the quasi-period of the expansion of JD of the

above form equals 2d - 1 = 2(np) - 1. Hence over the finite field IFq of characteristic p, we

have an explicit construction of a function field F = lFq(x, JD) such that the expansion of JD
will be quasi-periodic for any given quasi-period congruent to -1 modulo 2p. In particular

we can construct a real quadratic function field F = lFq(x, JD) over any finite field of odd

characteristic, whose continued fraction expansion of JD has arbitrarily long period. Note

that it also follows that we can construct F with arbitrarily large regulator from the above

results.

We now ask ourselves whether we can find an infinite family of real quadratic function

fields with a given even quasi-period. I found the following construction which yields even

quasi-periods which are multiples of 4 when the discriminant is square-free:

Theorem 4.20 Suppose A E lFq[xJ\lFq is monic. Let h = ~A -~. If D = (Ad + Ad-l + h? + A

(d ~ 3) is square-free, then F = lFq(x, JD) is not of ERD type and the regulator of F equals

(2d2 - 2d + 1) deg(A). Moreover the quasi-period of the expansion of a = JD equals 4(d - 1).

Proof. Firstly it is clear once again that F is not of ERD type since A t Ad + Ad-l + h. We

compute the continued fraction expansion of a = JD. As usual Po = 0 and Qo = 1. We follow

the algorithm defined in Section 2.3.2. Our first observation is that ao = lJDJ = Ad+Ad-l+h

and that ra = O. Now PI = aoQo - Pa = ao = Ad + Ad-l + hand Ql = (D - P'{)/Qo = A. By

definition

and 7'1 = -1. Now P2 = alQl-Pl = A(2(Ad-l+Ad-2)+1)-(Ad+Ad-l+h) = Ad+Ad-l+(h+1)

and Q2 = (D - pn/Ql = _2(Ad-l + Ad-2). Continuing with the algorithm we obtain the
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following:

'I, Pi Qi ai Ti
0 0 1 Ad + Ad-l + h 0

1 Ad + Ad-l + h A 2(Ad-l + Ad-2) + 1 -1

2 Ad + A d-l + (h + 1) -2(Ad-1 + Ad-2) -A A
3 Ad + A d-l - (h + 1) _A2 _2(Ad-2 + Ad-3) -1

4 Ad + A d-l + (h + 1) 2(Ad-2 + Ad-3) A2 A
5 Ad + A d-l - (h + 1) A3 2(Ad-3 + Ad-4) -1

6 Ad + A d-l + (h + 1) -2(Ad-3 + Ad-4) -A3 A
7 Ad + A d-l - (h + 1) -A4 -2(Ad-4 + Ad-5) -1

8 Ad + A d-l + (h + 1) 2(Ad-4 + Ad-5) A4 A

(supposing in order to see the pattern that d > 4). This pattern continues until the index

i = 2d - 2 (this index is found by examining the decreasing powers of A in the Q sequence).

Observe that P2d-2 = Ad +Ad-l + (h + 1) and Q2d-2 = ±2(A + 1) where the ± is dependent on

whether or not d is even or odd. Since the sign does not essentially change the expansion, we

suppose that d is odd in order to see the general pattern. Also a2d-2 = Ad-l +~and T2d-2 = -l.
Continuing for a few more iterations yields:

'I, Pi Qi ai Ti

2d - 2 Ad + A d-l + (h + 1) 2(A + 1) Ad-l + .! -12

2d - 1 Ad + A d-l + (h + 1) _Ad-1 -2(A + 1) A
2d Ad + A d-l - (h + 1) -2(A2 + A) _Ad-2 -1

2d + 1 Ad + Ad-1 + (h + 1) Ad-2 2(A2 + A) A
2d+ 2 Ad + A d-l - (h + 1) 2(A3 + A2) Ad-3 -1

2d+3 Ad + A d-l + (h + 1) _Ad-3 -2(A3 + A2) A
2d+4 Ad + A d-l - (h + 1) -2(A4 + A3) _Ad-4 -1

This pattern continues until the index i = 4d - 6 (this index is again found by examining the

decreasing powers of A). Observe that P4d-6 = Ad+Ad-l_(h+1) and Q4d-6 = _2(Ad-l+Ad-2).
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Also a4d-6 = -A and T4d-6 = -1. Continuing for a few more iterations yields:

z p Qi ai Tit

4d - 6 Ad + A d-l - (h + 1) -2(Ad-1 + Ad-2) -A -1

4d - 5 Ad + A d-l + (h + 1) A 2(Ad-l + Ad-2) + 1 0

4d- 4 Ad + Ad-l + h 1 2(Ad + Ad-2 + a) 0

4d - 3 Ad + Ad-l + h A 2(Ad-l + Ad-2) + 1 -1

From this we see that

PI + Vfj
0:1=

P4d-3 + Vfj
----- = 0:4d-3

Q4d-3

In other words the quasi-period of the expansion of 0:= Vfj is m = 4d - 3 -1 = 4(d -1). Now

from Theorem 2.36 we know that a fundamental unit of F is E = P4d-5 + q4d-5 -JD. We also

know from Remark 2.18 that the regulator R of F equals deg(P4d-5). Recalling that Po = ao,

PI = aIaO + 1, P2 = a2(alaO + 1) + ao and in general that Pi = aiPi-l + Pi-2 we see that:
4d-5 4d-5

deg(P4d-5) = deg( II ai) = L deg(ai)
i=O i=O

(since ai =1= 0 for any i ~0). Observing the pattern in the sequence ai, we see that
4d-5
L deg(ai)
i=O

d-2
deg(A)(d + 3(d - 1) + 4L i)

i=O

d-2
deg(A)(4d - 3 + 4-

2
-(d - 2 + 1))

deg(A)(2d2 - 2d + 1)

Hence the regulator of F equals deg(P2d-2) = (2d2 - 2d + 1) deg(A). _

Once again with the above type if we assume that A = Z" for some Z E 1Fq[x]\1Fq, ti ~ 2, we

can see in a similar manner to Theorem 4.18 that if D = (Ad +A d-l +h) 2+A is square- free then

ideal class group of F = 1Fq(x, -JD) has an element of order ri. Once again it is a non-trivial task

to determine infinite families for which the discriminant of the above form will be square-free.

I was unable to find such a family, although from numerical investigations it seems probable

that there are infinitely many discriminants of this form which are square-free.

From these results it becomes clear that it is no real art to construct function fields with

elements of a given order in the ideal class group. This is indeed to be expected. Rather, as a
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step towards Gauss' conjecture, we wish to find infinite families of function fields such that the

ideal class number of the ring of integers is small.

It has been my idea to search for infinite families of real quadratic function fields for which I

could explicitly compute the regulator. I have been looking in particular for families for which

the order of the regulator grows 'quickly' as the genus of the function field grows (or indeed the

order of the discriminant grows). The motivation behind this is Schmidt's formula: ho = hF/ R.

In other words if we can show that the order of R grows with the order of hF, we will obtain

function fields with small ideal class numbers. In one of the constructions above (Theorem

4.17), if A is chosen to be of degree one, we have that R = d2 = (~deg(D))2 = i deg(D)2.
Which shows that R grows with the square of the degree of the discriminant. I note at this point

a useful bound on the ideal class number ho which is achieved by a well known construction

using constant field extensions done in Theorem 4.30. This bound is the following:

2 1 2g-1q g- + 1- 2gq 2

(q - 1) R(2g - l)(qg - 1)
q2d-3 + 1_ 2(d _ l)q 2d2-3

(q - 1) R(2d _ 3)(qd-l - 1)

where d = ~deg(D) = 9 + 1 (where 9 is the genus). An easy calculation shows that the

quadratic growth of the regulator mentioned above is not fast enough to ensure a lower bound

less than or equal to 1. Indeed for all the constructions in this section the above bound ensures

that ho tends towards infinity as the degree of the discriminant tends towards infinity. For this

reason it would be desirable to find families for which the order of the regulator's growth is

dependent on the field IFq over which we work and preferably some type of exponential growth.

As we know, the regulator of a function field equals the degree of the polynomial Pm-l

where m denotes the quasi-period of the expansion of the root of the discriminant. The degree

of Pm-l can also be expressed as :z:::::~ldeg(ai) as was used in the above constructions. Hence

if we are looking for families with large regulators, it makes sense to look for families with long

quasi-periods for the expansion of VD. I have done several numerical investigations into the

maximum quasi-period which can be obtained for the expansion of VD over different constants

IFq and different genus. These investigations have led me to make the following conjecture:

Conjecture 4.21 Let IFq be a fixed finite field of odd characteristic and let 9 ~ 1 be a fixed
genus. Let m o respectively RD denote the quasi-period of the expansion of VD and the regulator

of IFq(x, VD). Set f-L = max{mD : D E IFq[x] monic, square-free and deg(D) = 2g + 2} and
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,= max{RD : D E 1Fq[x] monic, square-free and deg(D) = 2g + 2}. I conjecture that the set of

discriminants D for which mD = Il equals the set of discriminants D for which RD = ,.

This conjecture being true would imply that to characterize those function fields with max-

imal regulators for a given genus we need only characterize those function fields with maximal

quasi-periods. I have attempted without success to characterize these families, and it seems

that this determination is in itself a difficult problem. The proof of this conjecture in the genus

1 case is not difficult and follows from the following strong relationship between the quasi-period

and the regulator. After proving this I have subsequently seen that it is well known.

Theorem 4.22 Let F = 1Fq(x, JD) be a real quadratic function field of genus 1 over a finite

field of odd characteristic. The regulator of F equals ïïuo + I, where ïno is defined as above.

Proof. Since F is of genus 1, we know that deg(D) = 4 and that the degree of ao = d =
lJD J equals 2. Now from Proposition 2.27 we know that 1 < deg( ai) < 2 and 0 < deg( Qi) < 2

for all i 2: 1 (recalling that ai is reduced for all i 2: I where a = JD). Also from Proposition

2.27 we have that laiQil = Idi for i 2: 1 . This implies that deg(ai) + deg( Qi) = 2 for all i 2: 1.
I claim that for 1 :s; i < mD, deg(Qi) = 1. For suppose that deg(Qj) = 0 for some index

1 :s; j < m», then Qj = c E 1F~.Therefore Pj+1 = d and Qj+1 = (l/c)(D - d2) = (I/C)QI. This

implies that

or in other words that the quasi-period of the expansion of JD equals j. This is a contradiction

since j < mo-

Now since deg(Qi) = 1 for 1 :s; i < mo it follows that deg(ai) = 1 for 1 :s; i < tnu (since

degju.) + deg(Qi) = 2 for all i 2: 1). We therefore have that the regulator of F equals

mD-I

deg(PmD-I) = L deg(ai)
i=O

mD-I

deg(ao) + L deg(ai)
i=1

mD-I

2+ L I
i=1

mD+l

•
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It is now clear from the above theorem that the conjecture holds in the genus 1 case since

the regulator is related to the quasi-period in such a simple way. It is important to note that

the above conjecture does not follow trivially in higher genus since there do exist discriminants

D and DI such that mo < mo, but RD > RD,. Take for example the genus 2 case over IF3

with D = x6 + x5 + X - 1 and DI = x6 + x5 - x3 - x2 + X + 1. Then

m» 5, RD = 9, but

It seems that the focus in the study of continued fractions in real quadratic function fields

has been on improved algorithmic methods for computing the regulator. Therefore there seems

to be room for a more in depth study of the structure and investigation of such phenomena

as presented in the conjecture above. There are also certainly results in the classical theory

of continued fractions which are waiting to be translated into the function field context. In

general there seem from numerical investigations to be some very interesting phenomena in the

study of continued fractions in real quadratic function fields. This makes this area of research

exciting and possibly very rewarding.

4.3.2 All quadratic fields of Chowla type with class number one

Let d = a2 + 1 ~ 2 be a square-free integer. R.A. Mollin [Mo] presented several equivalent

conditions for the class number of the real quadratic number field K = Q( Vd) to be one. S.

Chowla conjectured that there are exactly 6 such fields. R.A. Mollin and H.C. Williams [MW]

proved this conjecture under the assumption of the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis for (K (s).

We will prove the analogue of this in the function field context, following the method in [FH].

We recall from Example 2.37 that a real quadratic function field of the form F = lFq(x, v75)
with D = A2 + b, A E lFq[x] and b E IF; is said to be of Chowla type. Let 2d := deg(D). We

need a few preliminary results.

Definition 4.23 Let E E lFq[x], E =I- O. A solution (U, V) of the equation

X2 - Dy2 = E (4.1)

in lFq[x] is called trivial if E = aM2, a E IF;, and M I U, MIV.
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Lemma 4.24 Let E = A + BVJ5 (A, B E IFq[x]) be a fundamental unit of F. If the equation

4.1 has a non-trivial solution in IFq[x], then deg(E) 2: deg(A) - 2deg(B).

Proof. Let (U, V) be a non-trivial solution of equation 4.1, then V -=1= 0 (otherwise the

solution is trivial). We can assume w.l.o.g that (U, V) is a non-trivial solution with minimal

deg(V). We have

N(E)E N[(A + BVD)(U ± VVD)]

(AU ± BDV)2 - D(BU ± AV)2

We claim that the solutions (AU + BDV, BU + AV) and (AU - BDV, BU - AV) are

non-trivial. If one of them is trivial, then E = aM2, a E IF~ and

AU+BDV

BU+AV

O(modM)

O(modM)

(1)

(2)

or

AU - BDV

BU-AV

O(modM)

O(modM)

(3)

(4)

But

B(l) - A(2) =? A2V - DB2V O(mod M) =? V = O(mod M)

B(3) - A( 4) =? A2U - DB2U _ O(mod M) =? U = O(mod M)

This implies (U, V) is trivial, a contradiction. Hence (AU + BDV, BU + AV) and (AU -
BDV, BU - AV) are non-trivial. Since deg(V) is minimal, we know that

min{deg(BU +AV),deg(BU - AV)} 2: deg(V) (5)

Moreover,

deg(E) deg(U2 - DV2) = deg(B2U2 - B2 DV2) - 2 deg(B)

deg(B2U2 - A2V2 + V2 N(E)) - 2 deg(B) (6)

If deg(BU) > deg(AV),then

deg(E) - deg(B2U2) - 2 deg B

> deg(A2V2) - 2 deg B

> 2degA - 2degB
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If deg(BU) < deg(AV),then

deg(E) deg(A2V2) - 2 deg B

> 2deg(A) - 2degB

Finally if deg(BU) = deg(AV), then

max{deg(BU + AV),deg(BU - AV)} = deg(AV)

From (5) we see that deg(B2U2-A2V2) 2 deg(AV2) which together with (6) gives us deg(E) 2':
deg(AV2) - 2deg(B) 2 deg(A) - 2deg(B). _

Lemma 4.25 Let k be a positive integer. The following conditions are equivalent.

(1) For each monic irreducible P E IFq[x] with deg(P) :S k, we have (~) = -1 (i.e. P is inert

in F).

(2) For each A E IFq[x] and monic irreducible P E IFq[x] satisfying deg(A) < deg(P) :S k we

have A2 - D "f= O(mod P)

Proof. This follows directly from the reciprocity law. _

Corollary 4.26 The conditions of the above lemma can only be satisfied if k :S d - 1 (2d =
deg D). In other words there exists a monic irreducible P such that deg(P) :S d and (~) = 1.

Proof. D can always be expressed as D = A2 + B with deg A = d and deg(B) :S d - 1. If

deg(B) 2 1, we choose P to be an irreducible factor of B, then D - A2(modP), i.e. (~) = 1.

If B = b E IF;, it is easy to see that there exists an a E lFq such that a2 + b is a square in

IFq (The curve defined by X2 - y2 = b has at least one IFq-rational point by the Hasse- Weil

bound). Then D = A2 + b = A2 - a2 + a2 + b = (A - a)(A + a) + a2 + b - a2 + b(mod A - a).

We choose P to be an irreducible factor of A-a. Then D = a2+ b(mod P), and (~) = 1 since

a2 + b is a square in IF;. _

We now come to one of the main results which shows that each condition in Lemma 4.25

with k = d - 1 is equivalent to ho = 1 and F of Chowla type.

Theorem 4.27 Let F = IFq(x, V75) be a real quadratic function field with, deg D = 2d 2 2.

The following conditions are equivalent.
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(1) For each monic irreducible P E IFq[x] with deg(P) ::; d - 1, we have (~) = -1 (i.e. P is

inert in F).

(2) For each A E IFq[x] and monic irreducible P E IFq[x] satisfying deg(A) < deg(P) ::; d - 1

we have A2 - D ¢. O(mod P)

(3) For any A E IFq[x] with deg(A) ::; d - 1, D - A2 is either irreducible or a product of two

irreducible polynomials with degree d.

(4) ho = 1 and F is of Chawla type: D = A2 + b, A E IFq[x], b E IF~.

Proof. (1)¢:?(2): By the above lemma.

(2)=?(3): If deg(A) ::; d -1 and D - A2 has an irreducible factor P with deg(P) ::; d -1, we

can assume that deg(A) < deg(P) by replacing A if necessary by its residue mod P. Therefore

deg(A) < deg(P) ::; d - 1 and D - A2 = O(mod P) which contradicts (2).

(3)=?(2): If deg(A) < deg(P) ::; d - 1 and D - A2 - O(mod P), then D - A2 has the

irreducible factor P with deg(P) ::; d - 1 which contradicts (3).

(4)=?(1): We have E = A + VD, deg(A) = d 2': 1. We do this by contradiction. Suppose

there exists an irreducible P with deg(P) ::; d - 1 and (~) =f. 1 then either PO = 11J13 or

PO = 11J2. In both cases PO = 11J13 since I1J = 13 in the latter case. Since by assumption

ho = 1, I1J is principal: I1J = (U + VVD) and 13 = (U - VVD). Hence

The solution (U, V) of the equation X2 - Dy2 = cP is non-trivial since E = cP is not of the

form aM2. From Lemma 4.24 is follows that deg(P) 2': deg(A) - 0 = d, which contradicts

deg(P) ::; d - 1.

(1)=?(4): Now by recalling Corollary 2.46 it is clear that ho = 1 since for each monic

irreducible P E IFq[x] with deg(P) ::; d - 1we have (~) = -1 (i.e. P remains prime in 0).
Moreover from the above remark, we have the expression D = A2 + B with deg(A) = d and

deg(B) < d -1, B =f. O. If deg(B) 2': 1,then B has an irreducible factor P with deg(P) < d-1.
We have A2 = D(mod P), i.e. (~) = 1 which contradicts (1). Therefore B E IF~and F is of

Chowla type. _

We can in fact say slightly more than the previous theorem, namely:

Corollary 4.28 If F = IFq(x, /75) is of Chawla type with ho = 1, then either:
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(I) D = A2 - a is irreducible and a is not a square in IF~; or

(II) D = (A - b)(A + b) = A2 - b2 and A ± b are irreducible of odd degree d.

Proof. The above Theorem asserts that D = A2-a, a E IF~and deg(A) = d. From condition

(1), (2), or (3) we know that D has no irreducible factor P with deg(P) ::; d - 1. Therefore

either D is irreducible (and a is not a square in IF~)or D = P1P2 with deg(P1) = deg(P2) = d.

Since ho = 1, Theorem 4.10 asserts that 2 f d in the second case. Now from Remark 4.11 we

have that N(E) = (A + jD)(A - JD) = A2 - D = 1 (if D is manie). In general if D is not

monic, then D = A2 - b2 for some b E IF~. •

The following theorem presents a better bound for ho.

Theorem 4.29 Suppose F = IFq(x, JD) is a real quadratic function field either of the form

(I) or (II) in the above Corollary. If there exists an irreducible P with deg(P) ::; d - 1 and

(~) = 1. Then ho :2: \ de~p)) where (a) denotes the smallest odd integer larger than or equal

to a.

Proof. Because of the form of D and Theorem 4.10 we know that ho is odd. From (~) = 1

we know that PO = ~s,p. Let n be the order of the ideal class [~J, then 2 f nand n I ho.

~n is a principal ideal by definition of n, so suppose ~n = U + V JD, U, V E IFq[x]. Then

U2 - V2 D = cl": for some c E IF~. Since 2 f n we know that (U, V) is a non-trivial solution

and hence Lemma 4.24 tells us that deg(pn) :2: d. Therefore ho :2: n :2: deg~p). Since 2 f ho it

follows that ho :2: \ de~p) ). •

We are now in a position to determine all real quadratic function fields of Chawla type with

class number one. The task is accomplished by bounds provided by the Hasse- Weil theorem

as well as the Riemann-Roch theorem. It is also essential to the result below that we have an

elegant formula for the regulator of these function fields (determined in Example 2.37).

Theorem 4.30 Let F = IFq(x, JD) be a real quadratic function field. Suppose 2 f q, D = A2+a,

a E IF~, deg(A) = d :2: 1. If ho = I, then q = 3, d::; 4; q = 5 ,d ::; 2; or q :2: 7, d = 1.

Proof. The proof is based on a fairly standard argument using constant field extensions.

The regulator of F as determined in Example 2.37 is d = deg(A). The genus of Fis gF = d-1.

Let n = 2gF - 1 and F' = IFqnF a function field with constants IFqn and genus gF' = d - 1

(the genus is invariant under constant field extensions). Let N{ be the number of prime divisors
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of F' with degree 1. The Hasse- Weil bound give us

NI n n
1 2 q + 1- 2gF'q2

F' I F is a constant field extension of degree n. Now let Q E S (F' IIF qn) be a place of degree 1

of F', and P the unique place of F lying under Q. As Q has degree 1 we have that the residue

field Pb = IFqn, and hence

which implies that deg(P) divides ti. It follows that (nl deg(P))P is an integral divisor of

degree n of F. As there are at most n places Q above P, we see that in this way we have

constructed at least NUn integral divisors of degree n of F. On the other hand Lemma 2.48

tells us that there are exactly
~(qn+l-g _ 1)
q-l

such places (n was chosen in this way). Hence we obtain

or rearranging

qn + 1- 2(d - l)q~
(q - 1) -n-(-qn-+-l-----,(-:'-d-----,l)------'-1)-

q2d-3 + 1_ 2(d _ 1)q2d;3
(q - 1) (2d _ 3)(qd-l - 1)

Now Schmidt's formula tells us that ho = hpl R = hpld and hence we obtain

q2d-3 + 1- 2(d _ 1)q2d;3
ho 2 (q - 1) d(2d _ 3)(qd-l _ 1)

A simple calculation now confirms the statement of the theorem. _

We note from the bounds obtained above that only a finite number of cases have to be

checked. Since we know what the regulator is in each case and have a formula from Section 2.7

for the class number of the function field this is a relatively easy task. I will not provide the

details here, but simply state the final result. When d = 1, we always have that gp = 0 and

ho = 1 hence we don't consider this case in the theorem below.
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Theorem 4.31 (All fields of Chowla type with ho = 1) Let F = Fq(x, JD), D = A2+a,
a E IF~,A E IFq [x] monic with deg( A) = d 2: 2. There are precisely six such fields with ho = 1,

namely:

q

q

3:

5:

D = A2 + 1 with A = x3 - x ± 1, x2 + 1, x2 ± x-I

D = x4 + 2.

4.3.3 Infinitely many real quadratic fields with class number one

The title of this section can be misleading as it implies that the Gauss conjecture has

been solved in the function field case. This is however not the case as our construction allows

the field of constants IFp to vary. The precise result is that for all sufficiently large primes p,

there is a polynomial Dp(x) of degree six with distinct roots, such that the ring of integers

o = IFp[x,y!D;] in F = IFp(x, y!D;) is principal (where F is real quadratic). The result of this

section was first pointed out by T.A Schmidt [Sa]. It is important to note that the construction

here is also not a solution to Conjecture 3.9 since the polynomials Dp(x) obtained do not come

from the reduction of some fixed hyperelliptic curve over Q.

The result follows relatively easily from the work done by L.M Adleman and M.-D.A Huang

[AH], where they study the moduli space of genus 2 curves over the finite field IFp. It relies upon

Schmidt's formula (Proposition 2.17) which we recall says the following in the real quadratic

case:

lir = ho . R, where R is the regulator of F

Now noting that if E = A + BJD is a fundamental unit of F, then lEI = R 2: ~ deg(D) we

can say the following: Suppose the class number of F, hF is prime (The Jacobian of F has

a prime number of IFp-rational points) then since R 2: ~ deg(D), it follows that R = hF and

consequently ho = 1. This is the essence of the proof. Of course the hard work lies in finding

the function fields F with a prime number of IFp-rational points on their Jacobians.

We have the following key theorem:

Theorem 4.32 ([AH, Prop. 1, pg. 15]) For all sufficiently large primes p, there exists D(x) =
Dp(x) of degree 6 in IFp[x] with distinct roots such that lir is prime for the function field

F = IFp(x, JD).
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All that remains to show by the above remarks is that F can be chosen to be real. Since D

is by construction of even degree we need only show that we can choose its leading coefficient

to be a square in lFp. Given f(x) = I1~=1(x - ai) in lFp[x] and M = (Mn M12) in SL2(lFp),
M21 M22

define

Lemma 4.33 ([AH, Lemma 31, pg. 101]) Let p be an odd prime and D(x) = a6x6 + ...+
ao E lFp[x]. Suppose that D(x) = a6fD(x) has distinct roots. If D(x) = a6fD(~)ft-l(x) for

some A E SL2(lFp), then the curves of the equations y2 - D(x) and y2 - D(x) are isomorphic

over lFp.

Thus given a specific D(x) as in the main theorem above, if a6 is a non-square it suffices to

find some A E SL2(lFp) such that fD(~) is also a non-square (the product of two non-square's

is a square in IF; since both must have odd order and consequently their product hence has even

order). Clearly it suffices to show that I» does take on some non-square value. Unfortunately

this is not guaranteed by the fact that fD has distinct roots. For example if p = II then

D(x) = x5 + 4 has distinct roots, but takes all of lFp to squares. On the other hand, if the

degree of f is small enough, then having distinct roots does imply that f must take on non-

square values. L. Carlitz seems to have been the first to attack this problem. We have the

following Lemma (see [Ca]) due to him:

Lemma 4.34 Let p be an odd prime. If f(x) E lFp[x] has degree less than or equal to ft - 1
and f takes on only square values, then f is a square in lFp[x].

The result now follows since D(x) given by the main theorem is square-free and hence we

can find an A E SL2(lFp) such that fD(~) is a non-square.

4.3.4 Ankeny-Artin-Chowla's conjecture

A well known conjecture of Ankeny-Artin-Chowla [AAC] states that if K = Q(ft) is a real

quadratic number field with prime discriminant p, then the conductor of the fundamental unit
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of K is not divisible by p. In this section we show that the analogous conjecture is true in the

function field case without any hypothesis on the discriminant. It was Jing Yu and Jiu-Kang

Yu [YY] who proved this interesting property in the function field case.

Essential in the proof of this result will be a theorem of R.C Mason. A simple proof of this

result was found by N. Snyder [Sn].

Theorem 4.35 (Mason's Theorem) Let a, b, and c be relatively prime polynomials in k[x]
for some algebraically closed field k. Suppose that a + b = c and a', b', and c' are not all zero

(where the prime indicates the derivative). Then deg(c) :::;no(abc) - 1 where no(abc) denotes

the number of distinct roots of the polynomial abc.

Let IFq be a finite field of odd characteristic. The following theorem is the main result:

Theorem 4.36 Let F = IFq(x, Vi5) be a real quadratic function field. Let u = r + sVi5 be a

unit of the ring of integers 0* of F. Then deg(gcd(D, s)) :::;9 where g = deg(D)/2 - 1 is the

genus of F.

Proof. Let 1Fq be an algebraic closure of IFq. Let D = gcd(D, s), s = Ds, deg(D) = g,

deg(s) = m, then deg(r2 - DS2) = 0 which implies that deg(r) = m + g +[)+ 1. Let a = r2, b =
-D(Ds)2, and c = NF1Fq(x)(u) E 1F~. Then a + b = c and gcd(a, b, c) = 1. Now from Mason's

Theorem above it follows that

maxdeg{a,b,c}:::; no(abc)-l

Now in our case no (abc) :::;deg(rDs) = 2m + 3g + [)+ 3. Consequently:

deg(a) deg(r2)

2 deg(r)

2m + 2g + 2[)+ 2

< 2m + 3g + [)+ 3 - 1

or 9 < g

which is what we wanted to prove. _
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Corollary 4.37 Let DE IFq[x] be monic, square-free, and of even degree 2: 2. Let E = r+sJD

be a fundamental unit of 0 = IFq[x, JD]. Then D does not divide s. In other words, the

discriminant D does not divide the conductor of the order IFq[x, E]. Where the conductor of

IFq[x, E] is defined to be the largest ideal of 0 which is contained in IFq[x, E].

Proof. Clear from the above theorem. _

Above we have dealt with the odd characteristic case. The even characteristic case can also

be found in [YY].

4.4 Computation and Application

Interest in quadratic function fields over a finite field has increased in recent years in the

search for secure cryptosystems. Initially elliptic curves cryptosystems were considered (the

genus 1 case), but more recently higher genus (hyperelliptic) curves have also been considered.

Originally pursued mainly for purely aesthetic reasons, elliptic curves have recently become

an essential tool in several important areas of application including coding theory, pseudo-

random number generation, number theory algorithms and public key cryptography. On the

other hand hyperelliptic curves have not received as much attention by the research community.

Recently however, applications of hyperelliptic curves have been found to areas outside algebraic

geometry. Hyperelliptic curves were a key ingredient in Adleman and Huang's [AH] random

polynomial-time algorithm for primality proving (as well as proving the result in Section 4.3.3).

Hyperelliptic curves have also been considered in the design of error-correcting codes (e.g.

[Lb2]), in integer factorization algorithms [LPP], and in public key cryptography [Ko2].

For this reason we would like efficient algorithms for working out the arithmetic in the

Jacobians of hyperelliptic curves as well as computing key invariants such as the number of

rational points and the divisor class number. A fair amount of work has been done in this area,

much of it at the Centre for Applied Cryptographic Research, University of Waterloo. See

[MWZ] for an introduction to hyperelliptic curves over a finite field and an efficient algorithm

for working out the sum of points on the Jacobian in terms of reduced divisors. We can also ask

ourselves whether it is computationally more efficient to work in real quadratic or imaginary

quadratic function fields, since we saw in Section 4.1 that in certain cases we can move between
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the two by a birational transformation. This question was studied by S. Paulus and H.-G. Ruck

[PR] and A. Stein [St3]. The conclusion of the former paper is that imaginary representations

should be used whenever possible, whereas the latter seems to indicate that the complexity is

essentially identical. It also appears (quite naturally) that working in characteristic 2 is the

most computationally effective.

We come now specifically to the use of quadratic function fields in cryptography. In 1989

hyperelliptic curve cryptosystems where first introduced by N. Koblitz [Ko2] as a natural exten-

sion of the existing elliptic curve cryptosystems (see [Me], [Kol]). The Jacobians of hyperelliptic

curves turned out to be a rich source of finite abelian groups for defining one-way functions. N.

Koblitz's initial scheme was based on imaginary quadratic function fields although subsequently

real quadratic function fields have also been used. See for example [SSW], where a secure key

exchange protocol was suggested based on the infrastructure in the principal ideal class of real

quadratic function fields. There are however several avenues of research which have to be fur-

ther pursued before hyperelliptic curve cryptosystems can be adopted in practical applications.

These being:

(1) The most important issue is with regards to the security of hyperelliptic curve cryptosys-

tems. More precisely, the security relies upon the complexity of the hyperelliptic curve

discrete logarithm problem (HCDLP) which is the following: given a hyperelliptic curve

C over a finite field k, and given reduced divisors Dl, D2 E JacC(k), determine a posi-

tive integer ti such that Dl = nD2' provided such an integer exists. If the order of the

divisor Dl is divisible by a large prime r , then the best known algorithm for the HCDLP

is an exponential one and takes O( Vr) steps. However for special hyperelliptic curves

it may be possible to reduce the HCDLP to the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) in a

small extension finite field. Since there are sub exponential-time algorithms known for the

DLP, hyperelliptic curves of this type would offer no additional security over finite fields.

Such a reduction was accomplished for elliptic curves by Menezes, Okamoto and Vanstone

[MOV]. Frey and Ruck [FR] extended this reduction to more general abelian varieties.

This reduction is efficient for some classes of hyperelliptic curves but needs to be explored

more fully. Adleman, DeMarais and Huang [ADH] recently discovered an algorithm for

HCDLP which takes subexponential time if the genus 9 of the curve is large. More pre-

cisely if the curve is defined over lFp, then the genus 9 should satisfy logp ::; (29 + 1)°·98.

Their algorithm works only in odd characteristic and it would be interesting to extend it

to the even characteristic case as well.
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(2) Classification of the isomorphism classes of hyperelliptic curves over a finite field. This

was done for the genus 2 case in [AH].

(3) Further research into the efficient implementation of the addition rule in the Jacobian of

a hyperelliptic curve. In this line see for example the recent thesis by T. Lange [La] which

investigates efficient arithmetic on low genus hyperelliptic curves.

For a further review on this subject see N. Koblitz's book [Ko3]. The ideas expounded above

demonstrate that the study of quadratic function fields are rewarding not only from a purely

mathematical perspective, but also from an applications based perspective.
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Chapter 5

General Function Fields over IFq and

Heuristics

The focus of this dissertation has indeed been that of quadratic function fields over IFq

for which we developed much of the important theory in Chapter 2. The theory required

to understand the results in this chapter is however rather vast and a divergence from our

main theme. I therefore chose to simply state results giving some idea of the methods used to

obtain them. We will in this chapter present the results of Lachaud and Vladut [LV] which

give solutions to some of the problems set out in Chapter 3. The most important result being

an analogue of the number field Weak Gauss Conjecture. Hereafter we present some results

regarding general imaginary extensions of IFq (x). We then proceed to examine some heuristic

results regarding class numbers in function fields. Finally we present an outlook on the class

number problem in function fields and present some ideas for future research in this direction.

5.1 The Weak Gauss Theorem

The solution to Problem BB as set out in Problem 3.10 utilizes many deep results in the

theory of classical modular curves such as ramification structure and reduction properties.

Geometrically speaking we are searching for infinitely many Galois coverings of the projective

line IP(IFq) (which correspond to Galois extensions of the rational function field IFq(x)) such that

the ring of S-integers is principal. This covering is provided by the j-invariant of a modular

curve. The details can be found in [LV]. This is their main result:
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Theorem 5.1 Let q = 4, 9, 25, 49, or 169. Let P E S(IFq(x)/IFq) be a prime of degree one.

Then there are infinitely many extensions (K, S) of the pair (IFq(x), {P}) such that:

(1) The prime P splits completely in K.

(2) The field K is a Galois extension ofIFq(x).

(3) The ring Os is principal.

The proof of this result is a step towards the analogue of Gauss' conjecture, although it

would appear that new methods are needed in order to attack Gauss' long standing conjecture.

The reason I say this is that it is quite rare that the coverings found in the theorem are

hyperelliptic. We note that the theorem above holds for five different constant fields IFq, where

q = p2 for some prime p. It would be interesting to find more constant fields IFq for which we

could solve this problem, and perhaps even some where q is not a square.

We note that since Problem BB is stronger than for example Problem AB, it is possible

using the theorem above to also give solutions to that problem. The authors also apply Drinfeld

modular curves to solve the Problem BA in a specific case. This is an exciting area of research

with many open problems. It is also a triumph of algebraic geometry in that it demonstrates

how an algebraic problem can be solved using geometric techniques.

5.2 General Imaginary extensions of IFq (x)

We begin with the situation of imaginary bicyclic biquadratic function fields over IFq. By

this we simply mean quartic extensions of the rational function field IFq(x) with Galois group

Z/2Z x Z/27/.,. By imaginary in this situation we mean that the prime at infinity in IFq(x)

does not split completely. This situation also has its counterpart in the classical case where

we are interested in quartic extensions of Q with Galois group 7/.,/2Z x Z/2Z and in which

the archimedean valuation does not split completely. In 1974 E. Brown and C.J. Parry [BP]

determined that there are exactly 47 such number fields with principal ring of integers. More

recently this situation has been studied in function fields. This was done by X. Zhang [Zh2] in

the odd characteristic case and by Y. Aubry and D. Le Brigand [AL] in the even characteristic

case. The techniques and methods used for studying such function fields are derived from
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results in quadratic function fields, since such quartic extensions can be represented as the

compositum of two quadratic extensions of IFq(x). In [AL] it is shown that up to isomorphism

there are 7 such fields in the even characteristic with principal ring integers.

We now come to another situation, namely that of cyclotomic extensions of IFq(x) with

principal ring of integers. In the classical case of number fields, K. Yamamura [Ya] showed in

1994 that there are exactly 172 imaginary abelian number fields with class number one. Of

course this result is inclusive of imaginary cyclic extensions of Q with class number one. To the

best of my knowledge such a complete determination has not been made in the function field

situation. We do however have a determination of all imaginary cyclotomic function fields over

IFq having principal ring of integers. This determination was done in two papers by S. Sémirat.

The first paper [Sel] which appeared in 2000 deals with the case of the extension being of

prime power degree. One year after the above result he proceeds to determine all imaginary

cyclotomic function fields over IFq having principal ring of integers. His result which can be

found in [Se2] is that there are up to isomorphism exactly 17 such function fields.

5.3 Heuristics

In Section V of Disquisitiones Arithmeticae, C.F. Gauss writes at art. 304:

It is a curious question and it would not be unworthy of a geometer's talent to
investigate the law in accordance with which [positive non-square] determinants
having one class in a genus becoming increasingly rare. Up to the present we cannot
decide theoretically nor conjecture with any certainty by observation whether there
are only a finite number of them (this hardly seems probable), or that they occur
infinitely rarely, or that their frequency tends more and more to a fixed limit. The
average number of classes increase by a ratio that is hardly greater than that of the
number of genera and far more slowly than the square root of the determinants.

Gauss was speaking above in the language of binary quadratic forms. In modern language

this question can be reformulated as follows: The above mentioned determinants are the dis-

criminants of real quadratic fields. If D > 0 is such a discriminant, then we denote by Cl(D)

the class group of the corresponding real quadratic field K = Q(VD), and by OK its ring of

integers. Then ICl(D)1 = 1 if and only if OK is a PID. Let Clo(D) c Cl(D) be the subgroup
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of elements of odd order; then IGlo(D)1 equals the number of classes in each genus of which

Gauss speaks. Let 6 be the set of discriminants D for which IGlo(D)1 = 1. Gauss says that

"It hardly seems probable" that 6 is finite and also asks if 6 has a natural density.

In 1983 Cohen-Lenstra [CL] introduced a very interesting heuristic assumption to explain

the distribution of class numbers of number fields. They made observations like the fact that

the odd part of the class group of imaginary quadratic fields is quite rarely non-cyclic. The

scarcity of non-cyclic groups was attributed by H.W. Lenstra to the fact that they have many

automorphisms. This leads to the heuristic assumption that a finite abelian group G appears as

a class group with a frequency inversely proportional to the order of the automorphism group

of G. This principle succeeded in explaining a number of puzzling empirical observations which

had been made over the years. There heuristics predict that the density of the set 6 described

above does exist and equals:

00 1
1/ IT(l - - )((n) = 0,7544 ...

2n
n=2

where ((n) is the Riemann zeta function. This and other predictions have been confirmed by

numerous calculations.

We however are here interested in heuristics explaining the orders of class groups of function

fields over a finite field. Four years after the famous Cohen-Lenstra paper, E. Friedman and L.

Washington [FW] address this issue. It seems that the basis for the assumptions of the Cohen-

Lenstra heuristics are clearer in the situation of function fields. Friedman and Washington

propose a natural conjecture that predicts and explains the Cohen-Lenstra heuristic principle

for the function field analogue of the set of imaginary quadratic fields. This new conjecture

amounts to an equidistribution statement for the Frobenius map acting on various Jacobian

varieties and is explicit enough that one may try to prove it. This would suggest that instead of

regarding class groups as a random abelian group G with weight 1/ IAut(G)I, we can think of

class groups as cokernels of large random matrices. To date neither assumption can be placed

on a rigorous basis, but they do explain empirical observations very accurately.

The situation in real quadratic function fields is slightly different however as the order of

the ideal class group depends upon both the class number of the function field as well as the

regulator. The Cohen-Lenstra heuristics predict in this situation that class groups ought to

behave as the quotient of a random abelian group (once again weighted by the inverse of its
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number of automorphisms) by a cyclic subgroup generated by a random point. In the function

field case this can be interpreted as follows: Recalling Example 3.6 the above heuristics assume

that divisor class [H - P2], where PI and P2 are the point lying above 00, should behave as a

random IFq-rational point on the Jacobian. The predictions of the Cohen-Lenstra heuristics in

the situation in real quadratic function fields are therefore precisely the same as those of real

quadratic number fields although the geometric interpretation is somewhat more intuitive. For

example we once again have that the probability that the odd part of the ideal class group of

a real quadratic field over IFqis trivial is roughly 0,7544.

As stated above the Cohen-Lenstra conjectures in the function field situation are more

reachable than those in number fields and are supported not merely by empirical evidence but

also by strong theoretical evidence. In fact, in 1994 Jiu-Kang Yu [Yu2] proved theorems in this

direction where the exact values predicted by the Cohen-Lenstra heuristics came out. To state

one of his results, let q be odd and p be an odd prime relatively prime to q (in this case p is not

the characteristic of IFq). Let z, be the ring of p-adic integers and G be a finite abelian p-group.

Moreover for any ti 2: I, let Xn(IFq) be the set consisting of D E IFq[x], monic, square-free and

of degree n, Given D E Xn(IFq), let ClD denote the ideal class group of 0 = IFq[x, v'D]. The

following theorem of his concerns the probability that the p-part of an ideal class group of an

imaginary quadratic function field is isomorphic to a given p-group. We recall that when we

tensor a finite group such as the class group ClD with the ring of p-adic integers z, and view

the decomposition into a product of cyclic groups, all primes other than p vanish.

Theorem 5.2 For any ri 2: 3 odd, as q ranges over odd prime powers such that gcd(p, q) = 1

and pt q - 1, the limit

exists. Furthermore

lim dn(G) = cp
n->oo, n odd #Aut( G)

Yu's theorem should be compared with the following strong conjectures based on the Cohen-

Lenstra heuristics, where q is not allowed to vary:
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Conjecture 5.3 Given q odd and prime p with gcd(p, q) = 1. Then

lim
n-+oo, n odd

#{D E Xn(IFq) : CiD @ Zp ~ G}
#Xn(IFq) #Aut(G)

Yu also proved other theorems in this direction, see [Yu2] for the details. The proofs of his

results are based on Weil's Conjecture as proved by Deligne and rely on some deep algebraic

geometry.

Another strong result in this area is due to C. Friesen [FrI]. He in fact proves one of the

predictions of the Cohen-Lenstra heuristics in the genus one real quadratic case. To state his

result: Let D(x) E IFq[x] be a monic irreducible quartic, where IFq is of odd characteristic. Let

D(D) denote the odd part of the divisor class group of degree 0 of the function field IFq(x, VD).
Let G be a finite abelian group of odd order and define SG to be the set of monic irreducible

quartics D such that D(D) = G. We say that D belongs to G if D E SG.

His main result is that under the above conditions the distribution of the class groups for

. those D belonging to G is identical to the distribution of G/ (CJ), where CJ is a random element

of G. This is precisely what the Cohen-Lenstra heuristics predict. From these and other results

there seem to be many possibilities and exciting avenues of research in this topic of heuristics

of class groups in function fields.

5.4 Conclusion

Thus experimental evidence and heuristics indeed seem to show that Gauss' long standing

conjecture is true in both the classical context and in the context of function fields. This

is indeed a great motivation to continue investigation into this area of number theory as a

mathematician ought never to be satisfied until a satisfactory proof of a claim is given. The

class number one problem in function fields therefore remains an open area of research. Firstly

we would like a satisfactory proof that there are indeed infinitely many real quadratic function

fields with ideal class number one. It is my opinion that a significant step towards this will be a

better understanding of continued fraction expansions and the regulator in quadratic function

fields. In the case of real quadratic number fields Cohen [Co, Cho 5] also suggests that the

regulator is "the main source of our ignorance about real quadratic fields". Secondly there is

the problem of the determination of all general imaginary extensions of IFq(x) with ideal class
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number one. Finally there is the less interesting problem of determining a complete list of

imaginary quadratic function fields of class number 3 or higher as has been done in the classical

situation.

In the function field situation there seem to be more tools available for studying these

problems than in its classical counter part. For example the Riemann hypothesis is often

assumed in order to prove many of the classical results, whereas in the function field situation

we already have a proof thereof. We also have tools such as the d'th power reciprocity law with

a remarkably elegant formulation not found in the classical case. These and other results give

us hope that some of these class number problems in function fields may indeed sometime in

the near future be solved. Let us labour in that vein.
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Appendix A

Algebraic function field basics

The following definitions and results are standard and can be found in Stichtenoth [StJ. We

begin with the definition of an algebraic function field in one variable over a field k, which we

will simply refer to as a function field over k.

Definition A.I An algebraic function field Fik in one varaible over k is an extension field

F ;2 k such that F is a finite algebraic extension of k(x) for some element x E F which is

transcendental over k.

We will always assume that k is algebraically closed in F (or that k is the full constant field

of F). By this we mean that k is the exact set of elements of F which are algebraic over k.

Essential in the study of function fields is the definition of a valuation ring.

Definition A.2 A valuation ring of the function field Fik is a ring 0 ~ F with the following

properties:

(1) k ~ 0 ~ F, and

(2) for any z E F, zE 0 or Z-l E O.

A valuation ring 0 of Fik turns out to be a local ring and a principal ideal domain. Let P

denote the unique maximal ideal of O. We will call such a P a place or a prime of Fik. We

will denote by S (Fik) the set of all primes of Fik. Note that 0 is uniquely determined by P

since 0 = {z EF: Z-l ti:. P}. Hence Op: = 0 is called the valuation ring of the place P. Since

o is a PID, we can find an element t E P such that P = to. Such an element is called a prime
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element, or a uniformizing parameter for P. We define the degree of a prime P to be the index

[Oplp: kl.

We now come to the definition of a discrete valuation function.

Definition A.3 A discrete valuation of Fik is a function v : F ---+ Z U {oo} with the following

properties:

(1) v(x) = 00 {:}x = O.

(2) v(xy) = v(x) + v(y) for any x, y E F.

(3) v(x + y) 2: min{ v(x), v(y)} for any x, y E F.

(4) There exists an element z E F with v(z) = 1.

(5) v(a) = 0 for all 0 =1= a E k.

To each prime P we can associate a discrete valuation Vp in the following way: choose a

uniformizing parameter t for P. Then every 0 =1= z E F has a unique representation as z = tnu

with u E Op and n E Z. Define vp(z) := nand vp(O) := 00. Conversely for any discrete

valuation v of Fik, we obtain a prime P = {z EF: v(z) > O} with associated valuation ring

Op = {z EF: v(z) 2: O}. Hence there exists a bijection between the primes of Fik and the

discrete valuation functions on Fik.

We now define the divisor group of the function field Fik.

Definition A.4 The free abelian group which is generated by the primes of Fik is denoted by

DF and is called the divisor group of Fik.

To each x E F we can associate a divisor (x) in the following way:

(x) = L vp(x)P
PES(Fjk)

This definition makes sense since any x E F has only finitely many zeros and poles. We

define the degree of a divisor D = LPES(Fjk) npP E DF to be

deg(D):= L np deg P
PES(Fjk)
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We now define an important subgroup of DF.

Definition A.5 The group PF = {(x) : 0 =1= x E F} is called the group of principal divisors of

Fik.

Since the sum of two principal divisors is again a principal divisor this becomes a subgroup

of DF. Consequently we can define the factor group

called the divisor class group. Moreover we also define the following subgroups of DF and elF

respectively.

Definition A.6 The group

D~ = {A E DF : deg(A) = O}

is called the group of divisors of degree 0, and

el~ = {[A] E elF: deg[A] = O}

is called the group of divisor classes of degree O. We define the class number of the function

field Fik to be

We are frequently interested in studying special subrings of a function field Fik, for example

valuation rings. We come now to a special class of subrings known as holomorphy rings.

Definition A.7 Let 0 =1= S ~ S(Flk). Let

o, := {z EF: vp(z) ~ 0, \jP 1: S}

Any ring R S;;; F which is of the form R = Os for some 0 =1= S ~ S(Flk) is called

a holomorphy ring. Note that our definition of Os differs slightly from that in [St]. The

relationship is simply that our Os is for him OS(F/k)\S. We do this in order that our notation

coincides with the standard definition of the ring of S-integers, which are a special class of

holomorphy rings in which S is chosen to be finite.

Using the Strong Approximation Theorem it is possible to show that that any holomorphy

ring is in fact a Dedekind domain which we define as to be:
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Definition A.8 A Dedekind domain is a Noetherian, integrally closed integral domain in which

every non-zero prime ideal is maximal.

Let B be a Dedekind domain. We can form the well known ideal class group of B which is

the quotient of the fractional ideals of B by the principal ideals. We will denote this class group

by Cl(B). The order of this group, the ideal class number, plays an important role in number

theory. In particular a Dedekind domain is a PID if and only if the class number equals one.
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